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terconnection network design. This thesis presents two novel techniques to provide 
fault tolerance capabilities to three m ajor networks: the Baseline network, the Benes 
network and the Clos network.
First, the Simple Fault Tolerance Technique (SFT) is presented. The SFT 
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nisms: a normal interconnection network and a shared bus. This technique is most 
suitable for networks with small switches, such as the Baseline network and the 
Benes network. For the Clos network, whose switches may be large for the SFT, 
another technique is developed to produce the Fault-Tolerant Clos (FTC) network. 
In the FTC, one switch is added to each stage. The two techniques are described 
and thoroughly analyzed.
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C h ap ter  1 
In tro d u ctio n
1.1 P a ra lle l P r o cess in g
Fast computers are increasingly being required as sophisticated, com putation­
intensive applications continue to evolve. The search for a fast computer seems 
endless as more and more speed is always demanded. This need for speed was 
fulfilled in the early days of computers by advancements in technology. As tubes 
were replaced by transistors and other discrete solid state components, the computer 
became faster. Then came integrated circuits (IC) technology to make computers 
even faster. This race came to the point where the component technology could no 
longer catch up with the need for more speed. A drastic change in the architecture 
of the computer was the place where an answer could be found. The change was in 
the form of using parallel processing.
Early computers -  the so-called von Neumann machines -  used a single proces­
sor to fetch instructions from memory and execute them  one at a time [57]. Parallel 
systems, however, are based on the principle that more than one task can be per­
formed simultaneously. This concurrency can be realized either at the software level 
or at the hardware level [56].
At the software level, parallelism is obtained by time-sharing the computer re­
1
sources among different programs. Here, the operating system divides [30] the CPU 
time among the different programs so that no one program monopolizes the CPU 
for a long time while others are waiting. This technique has been used on comput­
ers with a single processor to achieve parallelism in the form of multiprogramming, 
multitasking, multiuser and time-sharing capabilities.
When parallelism is implemented at the hardware level, it can take place at the 
computer level, at the sub-processor level, or at the processor level. Parallelism can 
also be achieved by computers either having a single processor, uniprocessors, or 
having more than one processor, multiprocessors.
Distributed computing [26] is the name used when parallelism takes place at 
the computer level. Here the computation load is distributed among more than 
one computer. These computers, which are connected by a communications net­
work, work totally independently and asynchronously. Communications between 
the different computers take place in the form of passing messages to obtain data 
or exchange results. The computers may exist in close proximity to each other, in 
which case they are connected by a Local Area Network (LAN), or they may be 
scattered over a wide geographic area, in which case they are connected by a Wide 
Area Network (WAN). Computers in a distributed computing system are said to be 
loosely coupled.
Computers can achieve parallelism at the sub-processor level in several ways. 
One way is by fetching an instruction while another is being executed. Another 
way is to overlap Central Processing Unit (CPU) and Inpu t/O utpu t (I/O ) opera­
tions. Yet another way is by using pipelining [25]. In pipelined architectures, the 
idea of assembly lines is utilized. In an assembly line, the job is divided into many 
steps and each step is assigned to a specific worker along the line. This manu­
facturing technique has proven efficient, because all the elements of the line are
2
continuously busy. In a pipelined computer, a control unit divides the instruction 
[42] into a number of phases and assigns each phase to a subunit in the main pro­
cessor. Each subunit performs its part and then sends the result to the next subunit 
along the way. This makes each subunit continuously busy, therefore increasing the 
throughput of the system [23,24]. At steady state, the flow of instructions into the 
pipeline is equal to the flow of instructions out of the pipeline.
Undoubtedly, more parallelism can be obtained by having more than one pro­
cessor in the computer. In a multiprocessor computer [8], the different processors 
cooperate to execute the instructions of a program. The program is divided into 
different parts, each of which can be executed independently. The partial results 
from the different processors are exchanged and the overall result of the program 
can be obtained from them  by a m aster processor or by a control unit. In a multi­
processor, all the processors access the same memory, which is usually divided into 
interleaved modules for greater efficiency [74]. An array computer [51] is similar to a 
multiprocessor computer except tha t the processors are replaced by Arithm etic and 
Logic Units (ALU) which work synchronously under the supervision of a common 
control unit. Moreover, in the array computer, each ALU is provided with a local 
memory to make up a Processing Element (PE).
It was once possible to classify a parallel com puter as using one parallelism tech­
nique or another. Now, however, more than  one technique may be used in the same 
computer, making categorizing a particular computer a difficult task. For example, 
some of the techniques used for parallelism in uniprocessors, such as pipelining, can 
be used for the individual processors in a multiprocessor computer, giving rise to 
greater execution speeds. Moreover, some software parallelism techniques can also 
be used with that computer, giving rise to even greater speeds, and so on.
3
1.2 M u ltip rocessors
Clearly, using many processors in the same system yields more speed than using 
one processor [36]. Recent advances in VLSI technology, coupled with the need for 
fast computers, have made large-scale multiprocessor systems economically feasible. 
In such systems, hundreds or even thousands of processors are used to carry out 
the computations of a program concurrently, thereby speeding up the execution of 
the program. Many applications can benefit from this enormous computing power. 
Typical applications include simulation programs, such as weather forecasting, and 
real-time programs, such as radar tracking.
The basic architecture of a multiprocessor system is shown in Figure 1.1. In this 
configuration, the N  processors carry out computations on data  stored in the M  
memory modules. For the interaction between the processors and memory, there 
must be a communications mechanism to enable any processor to access any memory 
module in the shortest possible time. This mechanism is of extreme importance, 
as the efficiency of the system depends mainly on its ability to establish the re­
quired paths between its two sides. Many such mechanisms have been proposed 
and explored in the literature.
At one extreme is the shared bus [46]. This is similar to the bus of the uniproces­
sor computer with a control unit to lim it the access to the bus to one processor at a 
time. A multiprocessor system using a shared bus as its communications mechanism 
is shown in Figure 1.2. A processor requiring access to memory puts the address 
of the memory location it wants to access on the bus. The address is decoded and 
used to enable the memory module where the target location is. As simple and 
inexpensive as this mechanism is, it results in extremely poor performance when 
N  is large [58]. That is because only one processor can use the bus at a time. As
4
N  Processors
N  -  1
M  — 1
Communications Mechanism
M  Memory Modules 
Figure 1.1: Basic multiprocessor architecture
N  Processors
N -  1
Shared bus
M -  1
M  Memory Modules 
Figure 1.2: Multiprocessor system with a shared bus
a consequence, this mechanism has been ruled out for large-scale multiprocessor 
systems, those with possibly thousands of processors. However, if the number of 
processors is small enough, e.g. N  =  2, the bus can be used as a simple, inexpensive 
communications mechanism. (Actually, this is the principle behind the Simple Fault 
Tolerance (SFT) technique presented in this thesis.) The possibility of having more 
than one bus in the system has been explored [14,60] for relatively large values of 
N . However, the work done in this direction indicates [29,50,83] th a t performance 
still degrades as the ratio N / B  increases, where B  is the num ber of buses.
At another extreme is the crossbar switch, such as the one shown in Figure 1.3. 
This is called an N x M  switch because it has N  inputs and M  outputs. The crossbar 
switch can be thought of as two rows of conducting bars placed on top of each other 
without direct contact. Figure 1.3a shows this conceptual construction. There are 
N  horizontal bars and M  vertical bars. To establish a connection between, say,
6
horizontal bar 0 and vertical bar 1, one only has to connect the two bars at the 
point where they intersect (symbolized by the little circle in the figure.) Now if a 
signal is put at input 0, the same signal will appear at output 1. That is, a path  has 
been created between input 0 and output 1. To remove this path, one only has to 
disconnect the two bars again at the point where they intersect. This connection and 
disconnection is implemented by a control unit attached to the switch. Moreover, 
the actual switch is an electronic circuit, usually an IC, where there are no actual 
bars. The crossbar switch is ideal in that it can be set to connect any x inputs, 
x <  N ,  to any y outputs, y < M ,  simultaneously and in a one-to-one fashion. Its
Inputs
0 --- ®----- Sr
J V - l
0
1
N  -  1
) ••• M -  1
Outputs 
a) Internal structure
0
1
M  -  1
b) Representation
Figure 1.3: N  x M  crossbar switch
drawback, however, is that it becomes prohibitively expensive [15] for large values 
of N  or M .  Figure 1.3b shows the symbolic representation of the crossbar switch. 
This representation is used throughout the thesis to indicate crossbar switches.
Between the two extremes are multistage interconnection networks (MINs). These 
networks are built from small crossbar switches arranged in stages, with each stage 
being connected to the next stage through a set of links. The inputs to the network 
are called inlets and the outputs of the network are called outlets. The words input 
and output will be used only for the individual switches making up the network. A 
path  can be established between an idle inlet and an idle outlet by setting the indi-
7
01
2
3
Figure 1.4: Basic configuration of interconnection networks
vidual switches. A 4 x 4 MIN is shown in Figure 1.4. There are three stages, each 
containing one switch, and the stages are interconnected by interstage links. The 
network has 4 inlets and 4 outlets, and it can be seen how paths can be established 
between inlets and outlets just by making appropriate connections of the inputs 
and outputs of the individual switches. It should be noted th a t the figure does not 
represent a real MIN, as each switch can perform all possible perm utations of the 
inlets into the outlets. The figure is intended only to show how stages of switches 
may be linked to form a MIN. Figure 1.5 shows how a switch can be set to realize 
a given mapping. In fact, the switch is that shown in the first stage of the network 
of Figure 1.4.
1.3 In terco n n ec tio n  N etw ork s an d  th e  N e e d  for 
F ault T o leran ce
MINs were developed originally for use in telephone systems, long before the idea 
of multiprocessor computer systems started to materialize. In telephony, MINs are 
used in switching offices to link different callers by connecting their respective lines
8
Inputs 
0
1
2-
3-
— p— 1)------ 5------9
) 2 3
e  con tact 
q  no  con tact
Outputs
a) Internal structure b) Representation
Figure 1.5: 4 x 4  switch set to realize an arbitrary mapping
together. In multiprocessors, they are used for communications between processors 
and memory modules. Setting (or routing) a MIN is the process of setting the 
individual switches so that the network can realize a mapping from the inlets into 
the outlets. The network shown in Figure 1.4 is set to realize the mapping:
0 - >  2
1 -> 3
2 — > 0 
3 —>• 1
Throughout this thesis, MINs will be discussed in the context of their use in 
multiprocessors as defined in Section 1.2. In other words, no reference will be made 
to other computer architectures th a t use MINs. This is done because the focus in 
the thesis is on MINs, regardless of the operating environment or the architectural 
organization of the computer where they are used. However, it should be noted that 
MINs are also used in other computer architectures such as array computers, data 
flow computers and vector computers. In all these architectures, there are more 
than one processing unit connected together by a MIN.
Also in this thesis, the words multiprocessor, multiprocessor computer, multipro­
cessor system  and multiprocessor computer system will be used interchangeably. It 
is worth noting th a t the processors in a multiprocessor system are said to be tightly 
coupled.
MINs may be classified according to the way they receive the mapping. Typi­
cally the processors connected to the inlets require access to the memory modules 
connected to the outlets by generating a memory access request. This request must 
contain the num ber of the particular outlet to which the memory module is con­
nected. If all processors send their requests at the same time to the network, 
the network is said to work synchronously. A memory access cycle [69] is the time 
needed to establish the path , plus the time it takes to read or write a memory word. 
Thus in a synchronous environment, processors may send requests only at fixed in­
tervals equal to the memory access cycle. If, on the other hand, the network is able 
to handle requests on an individual basis subm itted at any time by the processors, 
then the network is said to work asynchronously. In any case, since the processors 
work independently, it is likely that more than  one processor will seek access to the 
same memory module, causing a memory conflict. This problem is unrelated to the 
MIN operation, and a solution to it can be achieved in the design of the operating 
systems and memory management schemes of the multiprocessor system. As this 
thesis is concerned with MINs, only network conflicts will be considered.
It is worth mentioning that realizing random permutations is the ultim ate figure 
of merit for testing the connectivity of any MIN. That is because if a MIN can 
realize any random  perm utation, it can realize any mapping. For this reason, MINs 
are normally designed and studied as permutation networks. MINs mentioned in 
this thesis are all perm utation networks.
MINs may be classified according to the way they are routed [34]. Some MINs 
have a central routing unit. This unit receives the mapping and runs an algorithm to 
find how the individual switches should be set so that the mapping can be realized. 
The settings are then sent to the individual switches for implementation by local 
control units. This type of MIN is called centrally routed. By contrast, there are
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self or distributed routed MINs. In a self-routed MIN a routing tag is placed on the 
inlet to establish the required path  to the outlet. One or more bits in the routing 
tag are used to set the switch in the first stage, thereby allowing the remaining bits 
to go one stage towards the destination. Again, one or more bits are used to set 
the switch in the second stage, thereby allowing the remaining bits to travel one 
more stage towards the destination. This process continues until a path is created 
between the inlet and the target outlet. This thesis covers networks of both routing 
types, central and distributed.
MINs may be classified according to whether every possible mapping of the inlets 
into the outlets can be realized. If this is the case, the MIN is called non-blocking. 
An example of a non-blocking MIN is the Clos network [28]. If, on the other hand, 
one or more paths in the mapping cannot be realized, the network is called blocking. 
An example of a blocking MIN is Omega network [51]. Typically, self-routed MINs 
are blocking, and centrally routed MINs are not. This thesis covers MINs of both 
types.
Blocking MINs may be classified according to the way partially completed paths 
are treated [47]. Suppose a path  gets blocked in a switch at a given stage between the 
inlet and the outlet. The blocking switch, the switch where the path  was blocked, 
may send a signal to the preceding switches on the partially completed path  to 
dismantle the path. The MIN in this case is called unbuffered. If, on the other hand, 
the partially completed path  is kept, and the blocking switch stores the remaining 
routing bits in a queue for possible completion in the next memory cycle, then the 
MIN is called buffered [31]. This thesis deals only with unbuffered MINs.
Self-routed MINs may be classified as either circuit switched or packet-switched. 
In circuit-switched MINs, the path  from the processor to the memory module is 
established before any da ta  is sent by the processor. Moreover, the path  is kept
11
for the entire duration of the memory cycle. Any “bare bones” MIN is circuit- 
switched; to make it packet-switched, additional hardware is required. In packet 
switched MINs [32], the processor sends a self-contained message, having its address 
and the address of the destination, to the switch connected to it in the first stage. 
The switch investigates the destination address of the packet and sends it to the 
next switch along the way. Once a switch sends a packet to the next switch, it can 
receive another packet and send it along. This operation mode allows for greater 
throughput, but at the expense of a complicated switch design. Packet-switched 
MINs are usually buffered for greater performance. The MINs studied in this thesis 
are all of the circuit-switched type.
Finally, MINs may be classified according to their fault tolerance capabilities. 
This is the topic of this thesis. Fault tolerance has been raised as an im portant 
issue in designing MINs for multiprocessor systems. The reason stems from the fact 
that these systems are likely to run im portant tasks where interruption could have 
damaging effects. Since the network is at the center of such systems, a failure in the 
network can seriously degrade the performance of the system. This is particularly 
true in networks where the paths between in let/outle t pairs are unique, such as the 
shuffle networks [87]. In such networks, if a switch needed to establish a path is 
faulty, that path  cannot be established until the fault is physically removed. Given 
the sequential and dependent nature of computer programs, a memory word can be 
vital to the completion of a program. If that word cannot be accessed, the program 
cannot be completed. In a multiprocessor system, therefore, it is necessary to 
maintain the ability of establishing communications paths between processors and 
memory modules at all times. This entails tha t the interconnection network be fault 
tolerant.
One cannot determine whether a network is fault-tolerant unless a fault tolerance
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criterion is defined; a MIN can be fault-tolerant according to one criterion, but not 
so according to another. Furtherm ore, a network may tolerate a given number of 
faults of a specific type, but not a different number of faults or even the same 
number of faults when they are of a different type. Therefore, a fault-tolerant MIN 
design should specify a fault tolerance criterion, and the number and type of faults 
to be tolerated. These three items make up the fault tolerance model.
In this thesis, a novel technique is described to provide fault tolerance to virtually 
any MIN. The technique is dem onstrated on one type of MIN, the Baseline network, 
where it can be used most efficiently. In the Clos network where the technique is 
less successful, another technique is suggested. Together, the two techniques should 
offer a comprehensive solution to the fault tolerance problem of an im portant class 
of MINs.
1.4 O u tlin e
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents some mathematical 
background needed to understand the work that is either mentioned or developed 
in this thesis. In particular, a generalized model for m ultistage interconnection 
networks is developed for use later in the thesis. Furthermore, the basics of fault 
tolerance, combinatorics and reliability are presented. These basics are used quite 
extensively in this thesis. Chapter 3, shows some popular implementations of MINs. 
The construction, operation and routing of each MIN are discussed. Chapter 4 is 
a survey of some of the work th a t has already been done on fault tolerance for 
the class of MINs considered in this thesis. The advantages and shortcomings 
of these techniques are highlighted. In Chapter 5, the Simple Fault Tolerance 
(SFT) technique is introduced through implementation on a Baseline network. The 
construction, operation, and routing of the Simple Fault-Tolerant Baseline (SFTB)
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network under both normal and faulty conditions are described in detail. The 
advantages and disadvantages of the SFT technique are discussed. It is shown why 
this technique is not suitable for networks with large switches such as Clos networks. 
Chapter 6 gives an alternative technique that is suitable for Clos networks. The 
last chapter contains some concluding remarks on the work done in the thesis.
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C h ap ter  2 
B a sic  C o n cep ts and N o ta t io n
In this chapter, the basic concepts needed to understand the work in this thesis 
are introduced. These concepts include interconnection network modelling, fault 
tolerance principles, combinatorics, and reliability theory. They all are used either 
to explain work already done by others or to derive new results.
2.1 In terco n n ec tio n  N etw ork s
Before, discussing the characteristics of MINs, some definitions will be introduced. 
The definitions are adapted mainly from [37].
D e fin itio n  2.1 A function F  from a set A into a set B  is one-to-one if each element 
in B  has at most one element in A  mapped into it. In other words, F  is one-to-one 
if a-yF = a 2 jF implies a-i = a^. Further, a function F  is onto B  if  every element in 
B  has at least one element in A  mapped into it. In other words, F  is onto B  if for 
each h £ B  there exists a € A  such that aF  =  b. It should be noted that a function 
on A  by definition is defined for each a £ A.
D e fin itio n  2.2 A permutation of a set A is a one-to-one function F  mapping A 
onto itself. One may write this as
I f  aF  =  a for all a € A, F  is called the identity permutation.
To illustrate, consider the set A  =  {0,1,2, 3}. Suppose tha t a function F  is given 
by the mapping:
0 - >  2
1 —> 3
2 1 
3 —► 0
It is obvious th a t F  is one-to-one and onto and, thus, defines a perm utation. The 
perm utation F  can be written in a more standard notation as
0 1 2  3F  = ,V2 3 1 0
D efin itio n  2.3 Let ip and ip be two functions. I f  <p maps element a into b, denoted 
as ap — b, and ip maps element b into c, denoted as bip =  c, then a(pip) =  (ap)ip = 
bip =  c. pip is called the composition of p and ip.
T h e o re m  2.1 I f  F\ and F2 are both permutations of the set A, then the composite 
function F \F2 is also a permutation of A.
To illustrate Theorem 2.1, whose proof can be found in [37], consider the above 
set A  and perm utation F. Also consider the perm utation G, given by
0 1 2  3
G VI 3 2 0 
Then the composite function FG  is given by
0 1 2  3
FG  \ 2  0 3 1
which is a perm utation according to Definition 2.2. It should be noted th a t FG  ^  GF.
D efin itio n  2.4 Let N  be the cardinality (number of elements) of the set A. Then, 
the set of all possible permutations of A  is called the symmetric group, denoted by 
Stv- The cardinality of Tin is A!.
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Figure 2.1 shows a generalized MIN. In this MIN there are N  inlets, M  outlets, u 
stages, and Sj switches in each stage j ,  0 <  j  <  v  — 1. In addition, stage j  derives 
all of its inputs from stage j  — 1, stage 0 derives all of its inputs from the inlets of 
the MIN, and the outlets are all derived from stage v  — 1. All the MINs discussed 
in the thesis fit in this generalized model unless otherwise stated. The MINs that 
do not fit in the model will appear only at the end of Chapter 3 for the sake of 
completeness.
Let 1 <  j  < v  — 1 be the function realized by the set of links between stages 
j  — 1 and j ,  mapping the outputs of stage j  — 1 onto the inputs of stage j .  Further, 
let F3j, 0 <  j  < v  — 1, be the function, realized by the set of switches in stage 
j ,  mapping the inputs of stage j  onto its outputs. Finally, let Fj be the function, 
realized by the set of links connecting the inlets to the inputs of stage 0, mapping 
the inlets on the inputs of stage 0, and let Fo be the function, realized by the set of 
links connecting the outputs of stage v  — 1 to the outlets, mapping the outputs of 
stage v — 1 on the outlets. Then a  MIN is completely defined by the (2v  +  3)-tuple
(1 ,0 ,  Fi, F0 ,Fh ,Fi2, . . . ,  Fi„_j, , F ai, . . . ,  T iv_x)
where T ai is the set of all mappings realizable by stage j  of its inputs into its 
outputs, and I  and 0  are the sets of inlets and outlets, respectively.
In any MIN, for all j ,  1 < j  < u — 1, F , is a permanent perm utation of the 
outputs of stage j  — 1 into the inputs of stage j .  However, for all j , 0 <  j  < v — 1, Faj 
is a variable permutation that can be changed by setting the individual switches 
of stage j .  Throughout this thesis, the word mapping will indicate a one-to-one 
mapping, unless otherwise specified.
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I  Fj T 3o Fh F ai Fh Flv_x T ,v_x F0
Figure 2.1: Generalized MIN
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Let 5jvm be the set of mappings of the N  inlets into the M  outlets realizable by 
the MIN defined above. Then, it can be seen that
S m n  = . . .  Fiv_x!Fav_xFo- (2.2)
A MIN may or may not have N  =  M .  All MINs in this thesis have M  = N .  
Such MINs are usually called perm utation networks. An ideal perm utation network 
is one where Sjyjv =: Ejy. This is the case for non-blocking networks. Blocking 
networks have «Sjvj\r C Sat.
2.2 F au lt T oleran ce for M IN s
Before designing a fault-tolerant MIN, a fault tolerance model [4,49] must be de­
fined. The fault tolerance model contains three elements: the fault model, the fault 
tolerance criterion, and the fault tolerance size.
The fault model is the type of faults that can occur in the network. Implicitly, 
the fault model specifies the type of faults that can be recovered from using the 
proposed fault tolerance design. Different designs specify different fault models. A 
good design, however, is one whose fault model includes as many fault types as 
possible. To illustrate, a typical fault model is as follows.
1. Any network component can fail: MINs are made up of two types of compo­
nents: switches and links. This assumption then states that the switches and 
links are likely to fail, and th a t the proposed design is capable of recovering 
from any such fault. A link fails if it is open or short circuited. A switch 
fails due to some internal malfunction. More details on switch failures can be 
found in Chapter 5.
2. The extra hardware added to provide fault tolerance to the network cannot 
fail: This assumption is usually made for two reasons. First, if the extra
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hardware added to the network to make it fault tolerant could be assumed to 
fail, then it would not be possible to propose any fault tolerance design. In 
addition, this assum ption can be justified for MINs because these components 
usually remain idle under normal conditions. Thus they can be expected to 
have higher lifetime than the actively working components of the network.
The fault tolerance criterion is the condition that must be met in order for the 
system to be called fault tolerant. The fault tolerance criterion for the networks sur­
veyed in this thesis is mainly full-access retention. That is, after a fault occurs, each 
processor must still be able to communicate with any memory module. However, 
the two fault tolerant designs introduced in this thesis can offer a higher criterion 
-  full recovery. Full recovery is the ability of the network to regain its pre-fault 
connectivity after a fault occurs.
The fault tolerance size is the number of faults that the system can recover 
from. T hat is, the num ber of faults that the system can have and still meet the 
fault tolerance criterion imposed. All the fault-tolerant MINs in this thesis, whether 
surveyed or developed, are single fault-tolerant. This means that the fault-tolerance 
criterion can be met only if there is one fault anywhere in the network. If a fault- 
tolerant network can tolerate i specific faults, i > 1, but not any arbitrary  i faults, 
it is called i-robust.
2.3  C om b in atorics
This section discusses the counting techniques necessary to evaluate the probability 
of a given event. One is often faced with the question “In how many ways can this 
event occur?” The answer starts with the Law of Composition which states:
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If event A a can happen in n-± ways, event A 2 can happen in n 2 ways, . . . ,  
and event A m can happen in n m ways, then the compound event (Ai
m
AND A 2 AND . . .  AND A m) can happen in JJrz.,- ways.
t=i
E x a m p le  2.1 How many 3-digit numbers can be written in the three slots below, 
given that each slot can be filled with a decimal digit i 6 { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  9}.
The solution is obtained by applying the Law of composition. Label the slots from 
left to right as 1, 2, and 3. Slot 1 can be filled with any one of the ten digits, and 
so can slots 2 and 3. That is, there are ten ways to fill in each slot, for a to tal of 
10 x 10 x 10 =  1000 ways. This answer is correct because in three positions, one 
can have any number from 000 to 999, which are 1000 numbers in total.
Now there are two additional counting problems th a t are often encountered: 
perm utations and combinations.
2.3.1 Perm utations (arrangem ents)
Here the num ber of ways k elements can be arranged is required. It should be noted 
that order matters in perm utations, i.e. A B  ^  B A .
E x a m p le  2.2 How many 3-letter words can be formed from the 5 letters A, B, C, 
D, and E, without repeating any letters?
This example is solved again by drawing three slots as shown below.
Label the slots as in Example 2.1. In slot 1, one can put any one of the five 
letters, leaving four letters for the remaining two slots. Slot 2 can be filled with one 
of four letters, for each choice made for slot 1, leaving three letters to be used with
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slot 3. Thus, the number of ways one can fill in the three slots, thereby creating 3- 
letter words, is 5 x 4 x 3 =  60 words. The num ber 60 is the number of permutations 
of 5 things taken 3 at a time. In general the number of perm utations of n things 
taken k at a time, denoted as P (n ,k ) ,  is
P(n, k) = n  • (n -  1) • • • (n -  k + 1) =  -— (2-3)
\n  — fcj!
In fact, this is the first k factors of n\.
In the above example, repetition was not allowed. (Implicitly it was assumed 
th a t one copy of each letter was available.) In other words, words like AAA, AAB, 
. . .  etc. were not included in the number given. However, if repetition is allowed, 
the equation for P {n , k ) becomes
P (n ,k )  = n k. (2.4)
Thus in the example above, if repetition was allowed, the total num ber of 3-letter 
words would be 53 =  125, which can be verified by the slots method. It should be 
noted that in Example 2.1 repetition was allowed. In general, one can tell easily 
whether repetition is allowed or not from the context of the problem.
Of interest is the perm utations of n  things taken n  at a time, where the n  things 
are not distinct. Suppose that of the n  things, n x are similar, n 2 are similar, —  
etc., such that n x +  n 2 +  . . .  +  nu =  n. Then the number of visible perm utations is
P (n ,n )  =  -  ■ ------ 1 (2.5)
n1!n2! •••71*,!
This formula is very useful in dealing with binary numbers, as illustrated by Exam­
ple 2.3.
E x a m p le  2.3 How many 8-bit binary numbers can be formed from three 0’s and 
five l ’s?
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Applying Equation 2.7, one finds that the num ber of the 8-bit numbers is
P (8 ’8 ) = ( 3 i P ) = 5 6 '
2.3.2 C om binations (selections)
Here the number of ways k  elements can be selected is required. It should be noted 
th a t order does not m atter in combinations, i.e., A B  =  BA .  This would be the 
situation for example in forming a team from a pool of players. Suppose that it is 
required to form a team  of three players from a pool of 10 players. Suppose that a 
selection was made in which John was chosen first, Jack second, and Bill last. One 
cannot say that another team  can be formed by choosing Bill first, John second and 
Jack last; it is the same team. This analogy should serve as a reminder tha t the 
approach needed to tackle a combinatorial problem depends on the problem itself.
Since order does not m atter in combinations, it is expected that the formula for 
the combinations of n  things taken k at a time, C (n ,k ) ,  will be the same as that 
of the perm utations of n  things taken k at a time, P (n ,k ) ,  after eliminating the 
“perm utations” within each selection. Since each &-item selection can be arranged 
&! times, the formula for the combinations is obtained by dividing the permutations 
formula by kl to get
c <re-*> = ( ^ n ;  <2-6>
In fact, this is the first k factors of n! divided by A:!. Sometimes C(n, k ) is written as 
(£ j . The latter notation is the one adopted in the thesis for indicating combinations.
E x a m p le  2.4 How many 11-player teams can be formed out of 20 players ?
The number of 11-player teams is
(ll) = 167960-
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2.4  F u n d am en ta ls  o f  R e lia b ility
The reliability of a system is defined as [68,82] the probability that the system will 
perform a required function under stated conditions for a stated period of time t. 
Mathematically, the reliability, R , of a system is
R  = e~At, (2.7)
where A is a constant representing the failure rate (per unit time). To simplify the 
analysis in this thesis, the time factor will be only implicit. In other words, when it 
is said th a t the reliability of a switch is r, it will mean the reliability of the switch 
over a given period of time t. This is done, because the focus will be on comparing 
reliabilities, rather than obtaining the absolute reliability value. In comparing two 
networks, for instance, the two networks should be under the same circumstances, 
including the period of time, t, hence the omission of the time factor.
Predicting reliabilities usually involves dealing with probabilities. It stands to 
reason then th a t an overview of probability theory be given before discussing the 
fundamentals of reliability.
2.4.1 Probability  o f  a sim ple event
In an experiment of n  equally likely outcomes, the probability that one event will 
occur is 1 /n .
E x a m p le  2.5 What is the probability of obtaining 6 on a fair die?
Since the die is fair, it is equally likely that any one of its 6 sides will appear if 
the die is thrown. The six events are {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Thus the probability of a 6 
appearing, denoted as P r(6 ), is
P r(6 ) =  1/6.
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2.4.2 Probability  o f a com pound event
A compound event is a composition of simple events using two rules: AND and 
OR. For example the event that one gets either a 6 OR a 4 on a die if thrown is a 
compound event made up of the simple events 6 and 4 and the rule “OR” . Similarly 
the event of getting 4 AND 6 on two different dies is a compound event made up 
of the simple events 4 and 6 and the rule “AND”.
Let A 1 and A2 be two simple events. Then the two rules are defined as follows.
1. The probability tha t Ax OR A2 will occur, denoted as Pr{Ai U A 2), is
P r(A x U A 2) =  P r(A i) +  P r{A 2) -  P r(A x D A 2) (2.8)
If the two events are mutually exclusive, the last term vanishes and the prob­
ability of the compound event becomes
Pr{A1 \JA 2) = P r{A l ) + P r { A 2) (2.9)
In general, for any k mutually exclusive events, Ai, A 2, . . . ,  Ak, the probability 
of the compound event Aj OR A 2 OR . . .  OR Ak is
k
P r(A a U A2 U . . . U  Afc) =  5 3 ^ .  (2.10)
i = 1
The OR rule is used usually when words like “at least” or “either” are men­
tioned.
2. The probability th a t Ai AND A2 will occur, denoted as P r(A i  fl A2), is
P r(A x n  A2) =  Pr(A x) • P t(A2 |Ax), (2.11)
where P r(A 2|Ai) indicates the probability that A2 occurs given tha t Ai has 
occurred. If the two events are independent, the last term  becomes P r(A 2)
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and the probability of the compound event becomes
Pr(A i  fl A 2) — P t(A \)  • Pr(A2) (2 . 12)
In general, for any k independent events, Ax, A 2, . . . ,  Ak, the probability of 
the compound event Ax AND A 2 AND . . .  AND Ak is
k
P r(A 1 n a 2 n ... n A k) =  n * -  (2.13)
»=i
The AND rule is usually used when words like “all” or “both” are mentioned.
Simple as they are, these two rules, OR and AND, can be used to solve complex 
probability problems by using them  systematically.
E xam ple 2.6 What is the probability of having 2, 4, or 6 when throwing a die?
This compound event can be expressed as a composition of the simple events it 
contains. Let getting a 2 on the die be denoted as Ax, and similarly let the two 
events of getting 4 and 6 be denoted as A 2 and A 3, respectively. Then what is 
required is Pr(Ax  OR A 2 OR A3). Since Pr(2)  =  P r(4) =  P r(6 ) =  1/6, and since 
Ax, A 2 and A3 are m utually exclusive, then, by Equation 2.12, the probability of 
getting 2, 4 or 6 is
Pr{Ax U A 2 U A 3) =  1 /6  +  1 /6  +  1 /6  =  1/2 .
E xam ple 2.7 What is the probability of getting a 4 or an even number when throw­
ing a die?
This is again a compound event involving the OR rule. Let the event of getting 
a 4 be denoted as Ax and the event of getting an even number be denoted as A 2.
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Clearly the two events are not mutually exclusive and therefore, Equation 2.10 must 
be applied.
From Examples 2.5 and 2.61, Pr(Ax)  =  1/6 and P r (A 2) — 1/2. The last term  
in the equation denotes the intersection of the two events. Clearly, the two events 
intersect in (have in common) the number 4 (which is again A \ ) whose probability is 
1/6. Substituting in Equation 2.10 the probability of getting a 4 or an even number 
is
Pr(Ax U A 2) = 1 /6  +  1 /2  -  1 /6  =  1/2.
E xam ple 2.8 What is the probability of getting at least 2 on a die?
Here we need to evaluate P r(2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5 OR 6). These events are all 
m utually exclusive, and therefore the solution is
P r(2 U 3 U 4 U 5 U 6) =  1 /6  +  1 /6  +  1 /6  +  1 /6  +  1 /6  =  5 /6 .
The same result could have been obtained by evaluating 1 — P r ( l ) ,  which is
obviously equal to 5/6. In general, problems involving at least can be best solved 
by subtracting the probability of the complementary event (getting a 1, in Exam ­
ple 2.8), from unity.
E xam ple 2.9 Assuming that the probability of a child in a particular family being 
male is 0.53, find the probability that in a family of 5 children,
1. the 3 oldest will be boys and the 2 youngest will be girls, and
2. there are three boys in the family and 2 girls.
Let the event that a child will be a boy be denoted by b and the event that a
child will be a girl be denoted by g. Then,
Pr(g)  =  1 -  p r (b) =  1 -  0.53 =  0.47.
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1. Let the probability that the three oldest will be boys and the two youngest 
will be girls be denoted as P r ( l ) .  Then P t’(I) can be written as (not the 
order of the events)
P r ( l )  =  Pr(b  fl b fl b fl g Pi g).
Clearly, the sex of the new born child is independent from the sex of the 
previous child. Thus one can write
P r ( l )  =  Pr(b) • Pr(b) ■ Pr(b) ■ Pr{g) ■ P r(g ) =  (0.53)3(0.47)2 =  0.033.
2. Let the probability that there are 3 boys and 2 girls in the family be denoted 
as P r(2). Then,
P r(  2) =  Pr([b n & n & n g n p j u f & n & n g ' n ^ n & J u . . . )
The probabilities of the compound events inside the brackets are all equal, 
namely, they are equal to P t*(1) obtained in Part 1 of this example. Thus the 
question is: In how many ways can one arrange 5 items (children) three of 
which are similar (boys) and the remaining two are also similar (girls). This 
is the perm utation problem discussed in Section 2.3.1, and the answer to the 
question is ^ j .  Although this answer is obtained from using perm utations, it 
is the same as the number of combinations of 5 items taken 3 (or 2) at a time. 
Thus,
Pr(2) = (3) Pr(1) = 2§! ' °'033 = °'33
This example illustrates the binomial distribution or Bernoulli trials. It is any 
experiment whose outcomes must be one of two things (e.g. success or failure), and 
whose next outcome is independent of the present one. Tossing a coin, for example, 
is a Bernoulli trial, because the outcome is either heads or tails, and the outcome
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this time does not affect the outcome next time. The binomial distribution is used 
in this thesis in obtaining the reliability of the fault tolerant Clos network.
2.4.3 R eliab ility  m odels
Once again, it will be shown th a t the A N D /OR rule is useful in evaluating the 
reliability of a system. A system can be broken down from the reliability standpoint 
into isolated blocks. For simplicity, suppose that a system can be broken down into 
two blocks A  and B.  Then there are two situations possible.
If the system fails when either block fails, then the blocks are said to be in 
series and the combined system reliability is the probability that both A  AND B  
are operational. This situation is depicted in Figure 2.2a. If the two blocks are 
statistically independent, i.e. the failure of one is independent from the failure of 
the other, then
R  = R xR 2, (2.14)
where R  is the reliability of the system, R x is the reliability of block A  and R 2 is the
a) Series system b) Parallel system
Figure 2.2: Basic reliability models
reliability of block B.  In general, for a series system of n  statistically independent 
blocks, the combined reliability of the system is
n
R  = l [ R i  (2.15)
i= l
On the other hand, if the system fails if both blocks fail, then the blocks are said to 
be in parallel and the combined system reliability is the probability that either A  
OR B  are operational. This situation is depicted in Figure 2.2b. If the two blocks 
are statistically independent, i.e. the failure of one is independent from the failure 
of the other, then
R  — R\ -f- R 2 — R \ R 2. (2.16)
This expression can also be written as
R = l - ( 1 - R 1) ( l - R 2). (2.17)
Recall that this form could have been obtained directly by considering the fact 
th a t in a parallel system, the reliability of the system is the probability th a t at
least one block is operational (which is obtained by subtracting the probability that
both A AND B  are inoperational from unity. In general, for a parallel system of n 
statistically independent blocks, the combined reliability of the system is
n
R  = l -  n a  -  Ri) (2.18)
i=i
Just as the AND and OR rules can be used to solve complex probability problems, 
the series and parallel reliability decompositions can be used systematically to find 
the reliability of complex systems.
Sometimes, a system has n  parallel blocks, but needs at least m  of them  to 
remain operational. This problem is a binomial distribution. The reliability of the 
system in this case can better be expressed as unity minus the probability of the
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complementary event (that is, failure occurring from having between 0 and m  — 1 
operational blocks). The operational blocks are indistinguishable from each other, 
and so are the non-operational blocks. Recall that the way to count the number of 
ways these blocks can be arranged together is a combination problem (although it 
is originally a perm utation problem.) Thus the reliability of the system is
»
•'(1 -  R f - 1 (2.19)
This formula is used in the thesis to obtain the reliability of the fault-tolerant 
Clos network in Chapter 6.
2.5 N o ta tio n
The following notation is used throughout the thesis. 
i : general index, switch number in a network stage 
j :  general index, stage number in a network 
X ( i , j ) :  (crossbar) switch number i in stage number j 
N :  network size, number of inlets or outlets of a network 
J : set of all inlets of a network 
O: set of all outlets of a network
m : in a Clos network, num ber of inputs to a first-stage switch, or number of outputs 
to a third-stage switch
n: in a Clos network, num ber of outputs of a first-stage switch or number of inputs 
to a third-stage switch
x  = i - Z R
1 = 0
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k: in a Clos network, the number of inputs or outputs of a middle-stage switch
lg: log2, logarithm  to the base 2
L&J: integer value less than or equal to the real number x, also called the floor of x
[V|: integer value grater than  or equal to the real number x, also called the ceiling 
of x
S', source inlet (integer value)
D: destination outlet (integer value)
(D)£: i^-bit binary representation of the integer D
a mod b: rem ainder after dividing the integer a by the integer b
i/: number of stages in a MIN
r: reliability of a switch over a given period of time 
R: reliability of a network over a given period of time 
P: perm utation
V: set or group of perm utations 
e: identity perm utation
V $ ’. set of all perm utations blocked in exactly £ paths when realized on a network 
of size N
symmetric group, the set of all perm utations of size N  
|A|: cardinality of A , the number of elements in the set A  
4>: empty set
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C h ap ter  3 
M IN  Im p lem en ta tio n s
Over the past three decades, a large num ber of MINs have been proposed. The 
MINs are mostly an implementation of the generalized MIN model defined in Chap­
ter 2. Since this thesis centers on MINs, a thorough understanding of their con­
struction, operation and routing is necessary before attem pting to enhance them 
with fault tolerance capabilities. However, due to the large number of MIN imple­
m entations, it is difficult to cover all of them  in this thesis. Instead, only the most 
popular im plementations will be discussed.
In this chapter, the set of MINs discussed in the thesis will be presented. The 
generalized MIN model given in Chapter 2 will be used systematically to introduce 
and rigorously define these MINs. Moreover, the model will serve as a tool to 
highlight the differences among the different MIN implementations. The model is 
repeated here, as Equation 3.1, for convenience.
M I N  =  (1 ,0 , F j , F 0 ,F h ,F h , . . .  .Fao, F SI, . . . , ( 3 . 1 )
where
• I  and O are the sets of inlets and outlets, respectively,
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• Fj is the perm utation realized by the set of links between the inlets and the 
inputs of the first stage,
• Fo is the perm utation realized by the set of links between the outputs of the 
last stage and the outlets,
• Fij is the perm utation realized by the set of links between stage j  — 1 and j , 
1 <  j  < v  — I , and
• J-aj is the set of all mappings F realizable by stage j ,  0 < j  < v  — 1.
Recall that the model applies only to MINs where all the inputs of stage j ,  1 <
j  <  v — 1 , are derived from the outputs of stage j  — 1 , all the inputs of stage 0 
are derived from the inlets and all the outlets are derived from the outputs of stage 
v — 1. Incidentally, not all MINs have this characteristic; at the end of this chapter, 
some of those MINs will be shown.
According to the generalized model, all MINs mentioned in this thesis, unless 
otherwise specified, have
1. 1 = 0  and |I | =  \0\ =  N ,
2. v  >  2,
3. switches in each stage are all of the same size,
4. for all j ,  0 < j  < v — 1, F3j is a perm utation (the implication here is that the 
number of inputs of any stage is equal to the number of its outputs), and
5. for all j ,  0 < j  < u — 1, T Sj C S/y, where N  is the MIN size (the implication
here is th a t there is more than  one switch in any stage of the MIN).
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From the first point above, it is no longer necessary to refer to the size of a network 
as N  x M , where N  is the number of inlets and M  is the number of outlets. Since 
both numbers are now equal, a network of size N  x JV, will be referred to simply as 
a network of size N .
3.1 T h e B a se lin e  N etw o rk
The Baseline network shown in Figure 3.1 is chosen in this thesis as representative 
of a family of networks, called the shuffle family [80,87]. This family is characterized 
by using the same switch structure and layout. More specifically, a network of size 
N  in this family must have v = \g N  stages, with each stage having N /2  switches, 
each 2 x 2 .  Moreover, the switches of any stage j  -f- 1 can be interchanged so that 
the links between stages j  and j  4-1, 0 < j  < u — 1, form a 2-shuffle of the terminals 
of one stage into the terminals of the other.
The c-shuffle of eg objects, where c and q are two positive integers, is formed 
as follows [41]. Think of the cq objects as cards in a deck. Divide the cards into c 
piles of q cards each. P u t the piles in a row, in any arbitrary order. Pick up the 
top card of the first pile and put it as the first card of a new pile. Pick up the top 
card of the second pile and put it on top of the first card of the new pile. Repeat 
this process until the top card of each of the c piles is picked up. Now, visit the c 
piles again in the same order picking up the top card of each pile and putting it in 
the order it was picked up on top of the new pile. Every time the c piles are all 
visited, c cards are added to the new pile. Repeat this process in a circular fashion 
until the cards in the c piles are all picked up. Clearly, the new pile now has all cq 
cards. The ordered cards of the new pile represent the c-shuffle of the original deck. 
Figure 3.2a shows the 4-shuffle of 8 objects. The column on the left represents the 
original 8 objects before shuffling. These objects are divided from top to bottom
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4
5
6
7
4
5
6
7
stage 0 stage 1 stage 2
Figure 3.1: 8 x 8  Baseline network with routing example
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into 4 sections. The arrows in the figure signify how the objects of each section 
were interleaved in the manner described above to form the 4-shuffle. The column 
on the right then is the 4-shuffle of the column on the left.
'O- O Jo- O
o-
2
3
4
5
6 
7
a) 4-shuffle of 8 elements
O-
2
3
4
5
6 
7
b) 2-shuffle of 8 elements
Figure 3.2: Shuffling 8 objects
If c = 2, the shuffle is called perfect. A perfect shuffle of 8 objects is shown in 
Figure 3.2b. It should be noted th a t a c-shuffle is the inverse of a g-shuffle. That is, 
if a c-shuffle is performed on N  objects, the order of the N  objects can be restored
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by performing a g-shuffle, where cq =  N ,  on the N  objects. In other words,
(c — shuffle) x (q — shuffle) =  e.
This identity is dem onstrated in Figure 3.2.
The 8 x 8 Baseline network shown in Figure 3.1 consists of three stages, each 
having four 2 x 2  switches. For the purpose of this study, the stages will be labelled 
from left to right as 0,1,2, and the switches in each stage will be labelled from top 
to bottom  as 0,1,2,3. A similar numbering scheme will be assumed for all MINs in 
this thesis unless otherwise specified. Note also th a t for all MINs in this thesis, the 
inlets will be on the left of the MIN, whereas the outlets will be on the right. In 
general, a Baseline network of size N  m ust have N /2  switches, each 2 x 2, in each 
stage, and the number of stages must be v — lg N .
In reference to Equation 3.1, the Baseline network fits in the model as follows.
1. v =  lgTV, where N  is the network size
2. Fi — Fo =  e, where e is the identity perm utation
3. W ithin any stage, the switches can be rearranged so tha t perm utations F],, . . . ,  Fiv 
represent either a 2-shuffle or an iV/2-shuffle
4 T  — F  — — TJ so ------ J *1 ------ * * * ------  J  *v — I
All networks in the shuffle family can be constructed from one another [86].
For example, consider the Baseline network of Figure 3.1. It can be seen that the 
links between stages 0 and 1 form a perfect shuffle of the inputs of stage 1 into the 
outputs of stage 0. Now, interchange switches 1 and 2 of stage 2. The result will
be a perfect shuffle from the inputs of stage 2 into the outputs of stage 1. If the
links between the outlets and the outputs of stage 2 can now be rearranged to form
a perfect shuffle from the outlets into the outputs of stage 2, and if the inlets are 
used as outlets and the outlets are used as inlets, then the resulting network, shown 
in Figure 3.3, is called the Omega network [51].
Figure 3.3: 8 x 8  Omega network
In reference to Equation 3.1, the Omega network fits in the model as follows.
1. u = \g N ,
2. Fi — 2-shuffle and Fo =  e,
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3. Fh =  Fh =  • • • =  Fiv_1= 2-shuffle,
4. F 30 — -  • ■ ■ — F av_x.
The fact that many networks can be developed from one shuffle network by 
changing the link maps between the stages was recognized after many networks in 
the shuffle family had been proposed. Examples of such networks are the Base­
line [85], Generalized Cube [77], Indirect Binary ra-cube [71], Omega [51], Shuffle- 
exchange [81], STARAN™ flip [11] and SW-banyan (S = F = 2) [40] networks. These 
networks seemed different at the beginning, but later they were proven to be topo­
logically equivalent [77,78,86]. Therefore, when one needs to speak about the shuffle 
family, it is sufficient to speak about only one member of the family. As mentioned 
earlier, the member selected in this thesis is the Baseline network.
It should be noted th a t the Baseline network is a special case of the delta network 
[69], with a =  b = 2 and 2-shuffle for the link maps between the stages. The delta 
network is a generalization of the shuffle family. Its basic components are delta 
elements, which are a x b crossbar switches, with c-shuffles between the stages.
3.1.1 R outing th e  B aseline network
The Baseline network is built from 2 x 2  crossbar switches. Other names for 2 x 2  
switches are beta elements, binary cells, binary switches, binary modules, in ter­
change boxes, and exchange boxes. The two names used in this thesis are the 2 x 2  
switch and binary switch. A binary switch can assume one of two legal states, 
shown in Figure 3.4. In the straight state, the upper input is connected to the up­
per output and the lower input is connected to the lower output. In the cross state, 
the upper input is connected to the lower output and the lower input is connected 
to the upper output. A switch assumes one of its legal states based on the routing
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a) straight state b) cross state
Figure 3.4: Legal states of the binary switch
bits on its inputs.
An input is connected to one of the two outputs depending upon whether the 
routing bit is 1 or 0. Normally, if the bit is 0, the input is connected to the upper 
output; and if the bit is 1, the input is connected to the lower output. Therefore, 
the upper output of a binary switch is sometimes referred to as the 0 output while 
the lower output is referred to as the 1 output. A problem arises if the two inputs 
of a switch have identical routing bits. In such a case the two inputs would be in 
effect asking for the same output, giving rise to a conflict. Put differently, a conflict 
occurs when trying to put the switch in both of its legal states simultaneously. Since 
only one input can be connected to a given output, one of the two inputs will not 
be connected to any output; it will be blocked. It is obvious then th a t the Baseline 
network is a blocking network; not all sets of paths can be established between the 
inlets and outlets. One can also easily verify from Figure 3.1 th a t the path  between 
any given inlet and any given outlet is unique.
Routing the Baseline network is carried out in a distributed fashion. To estab­
lish a path  between inlet S  and outlet D, one only has to send the ix-bit binary 
representation of D on inlet S  and let the individual bits control the switches they
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traverse as they pass from one stage to another. Let (D )£ be the t'-bit binary 
representation of the integer D. That is,
(■D)^  =  , o?„_2 ,. ■., d,Q.
Then bit di will be used to control a switch in stage v — 1 — i, 0 < i < v — 1. This 
is called distributed routing, and is the main advantage of the Baseline network. 
A dem onstration of this routing technique is shown in Figure 3.1. The thick line 
represents a path  established between inlet 0 and outlet 6 by putting the 3-bit binary 
representation of 6, 110, on inlet 0. Each bit in this routing tag is shown next to 
the switch it controls. The time complexity of the distributed routing scheme of 
the Baseline network is 0 (lg  N ).
The disadvantage of the distributed routing, and hence the disadvantage of the 
Baseline network, is th a t it cannot realize every perm utation in the symmetric 
group, £ # ; only a family of permutations can be realized. This family has already 
been identified and found [1] to include many of the perm utations often needed [53] 
in parallel processing.
3.2  T h e  C los N etw o rk
A Clos network of size 8 is shown in Figure 3.5. It has three stages, which can be 
numbered 0, 1, and 2 from the input side to the output side, respectively. Stage 0 
has four switches, each 2 x 2 ,  stage 1 has two switches, each 4 x 4 ,  and stage 2 has 
four switches, each 2 x 2 .
Clos networks in general have three stages. A Clos network of size N  must have 
k = N / m  switches, each m  x n , in stage 0, and k = N / m  switches, each n  x m, 
in stage 2. All three stages are connected by inter-stage links in such a way th a t a 
switch in a given stage has access to all the switches in the next stage. Since there
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Figure 3.5: 8 x 8  ordinary Clos network
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is a link from each switch in stage 0 or stage 2 to every switch in stage 1, there are 
exactly n  switches, each k x k, in stage 1. It should be noted that in Clos networks, 
n > m.  In this thesis, the term  ordinary Clos network, or just the Clos network, 
will refer to the case where n = m.  W hen n > m , some degree of fault tolerance is 
obtained, a fact utilized by the work of this thesis.
In reference to Equation 3.1, the Clos network fits in the model as fellows.
1. u = 3
2. Fj =  Fo =  e
3. FixFi2 =  e
4. F,a =  F,2
5- F ^ F ^ F ^ F ^ F ^  =  Ejv
3.2.1 R outing th e Clos network
In the Clos network, there is a central routing unit whose function is to receive a 
mapping, usually a perm utation, and to find the proper setting for each individual 
switch to realize th a t perm utation. This routing task turns out to be the main 
drawback of Clos networks. Setting the switches of stages 0 and 2 first and then 
trying to set the switches of stage 1 is not the right procedure, as conflicts will arise 
in stage 1. The proper procedure is to start by setting the switches of stage 1, then 
the switches of stages 0 and 2 can be set accordingly. However, finding the right 
settings for the switches of stage 1 such that no conflict occurs is not a trivial task. 
Three approaches have been explored in the literature for solving this problem: the 
group theoretic approach [66], the direct m atrix  decomposition approach [22], and 
the graph theoretic approach [54]. The group theoretic approach has been found
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[17] unfeasible and therefore will not be discussed here. The other two approaches 
will be illustrated by way of an example.
Suppose it is required to realize on the Clos network of Figure 3.5 the following 
perm utation
P  = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 74 3 2 1 5 0 7 6
The direct m atrix decomposition approach starts by constructing an N  x N  m atrix, 
I ,  from the perm utation to be realized above as follows.
Tr • -1 — /  ^  inlet i is to be routed to outlet j
[ 0 otherwise
where I \i , j]  is the element of m atrix  I  in row i and column j ,  0 <  i , j  < N  — 1. 
Thus for perm utation P  above,
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 o'
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
The next step is to partition I  into k x k quadrants, m  x m  each, and then 
construct a k x k matrix, Hm, from I  as follows.
Hm[i j j ] =  sum of the m  x m  entries in quadrant i , j  of I.
Thus, for the example under consideration,
=
0 1 1 0  
1 1 0  0 
1 0  1 0  
0 0 0 2
Decomposing the Hm m atrix into m  matrices, k x k each, such that each row 
or column in any of the m  matrices has only one 1 and all the other entries are 0’s,
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gives the proper settings for the switches of stage 1. For the example above, since 
the m atrix is so small, this decomposition can be performed by inspection to yield
'0 1 1 O' '0 0 1 O' ‘0 1 0 O'
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 — 1 0 0 0 + 0 0 1 0
.0 0 0 2. .0 0 0 1. .0 0 0 1.
The two matrices to the right represent the settings of the two switches in stage 
1 of the Clos network of Figure 3.5. A 1 in row i and column j ,  indicates that input 
i of the switch is to be connected to output j  of the same switch. The settings 
resulting from decomposing Hm insure th a t no conflict will occur in stage 1 and 
th a t all required paths specified by the perm utation will be accommodated. Once 
the switches of stage 1 have been set, the switches of stages 0 and 1 can be easily set 
to complete realization of the perm utation. Many algorithms have been proposed 
to decompose Hm in the general case.
One such algorithm is Neiman’s algorithm  [64]. Neiman’s algorithm  consists of 
the following two steps.
1. Starting with the leftmost column, m ark in each column of H m a non-zero 
element, such th a t no two non-zero elements are marked in the same row. If 
a column is encountered where no such an element can be marked proceed to 
the next column. If k elements are marked this way, then the algorithm is 
done; otherwise the second step below m ust be performed.
2. Assume there are x marked elements, x < k, from previous marking oper­
ations. Mark a non-zero element in the column where no element could be 
marked before and unm ark the previously marked element in th a t row. Visit 
the column where an element has just been unmarked and mark an element in 
that column, in a row where there is no element marked. Keep this process of 
marking and unmarking, following the rule that there cannot be two marked
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elements in the same row or the same column and th a t rows and columns 
cannot be revisited, until x +  1 elements are successfully marked.
It should be clear then that every time Step 2 is performed, one more element 
is marked. Hence, Step 2 must be repeated until k elements are successfully 
marked.
The k marked elements now represent the setting for one of the m  switches of 
stage 1. A marked element in row i and column j  means th a t input i of the switch 
is to be connected to output j  of the same switch. Each marked element in Hm is 
then decremented by one to obtain Then the algorithm  is applied to Urn-i
to obtain the setting for another switch and also H m- 2 as before. This process is 
repeated until Hi  is obtained. Hi itself will represent the setting for a switch in 
stage 1. Clearly, to obtain the settings for all the m  switches of stage 1, the above 
algorithm  is performed m — 1 times (notice that the ruth time is not needed). An 
analysis of Neiman’s algorithm shows that it runs in 0 ( m k A) time [44]. This time 
complexity is rather large, especially for large k.
Two other algorithms have been proposed to decompose Hm: Ram anujam ’s 
algorithms [73] and Jajszczyk’s algorithm [44]. However, both of them  were later 
proven wrong [16,48]. The reason why the two algorithms fail has been identified 
and a solution to make them  succeed has been proposed [17].
On the other hand, the graph theoretic approach to finding the settings of the 
switches of stage 1 starts by treating each switch in stages 0 and 2 as a vertex in 
a m ultigraph G. Let the set of switches of stage 0 be denoted as Vq and the set 
of switches of stage 2 be denoted as V2. Then, given a perm utation, P,  an edge is 
stretched between vertex i and vertex j  if an inlet attached to switch i of stage 0 
is to be routed to an outlet attached to switch j  of stage 2. The result of this is
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the bipartite m ultigraph G =  (Vo,V2, E),  where E  is the set of edges between Vo 
and V2. G is a m ultigraph since multiple edges between vertices are allowed, and is 
bipartite since each edge in G is incident on two vertices, one in ko and the other in 
V2. The degree of G (the number of edges incident on any vertex) is clearly m.  The 
graph theoretic approach then decomposes G into m  subgraphs of degree 1 each. 
Each such subgraph will represent the setting of one of the m  switches of stage 1.
For the example above, the graph representing perm utation P  is shown in Fig­
ure 3.6 with its two equivalent subgraphs. The two subgraphs in the figure represent 
the settings for the two switches of stage 1 of the Clos network of Figure 3.5. An 
edge in a subgraph between vertex i, i £ V0 and vertex j ,  j  £ V2, indicates that 
input i of the switch is to be connected to output j  of the same switch. These 
settings insure that no conflict will occur in stage 1 and that all required paths 
specified by the perm utation will be accommodated. Many algorithms have been 
proposed to decompose G in the general case.
One such algorithm uses matching [43] to extract the individual subgraphs. A 
matching is a set of edges in G such that no two are incident on the same vertex. 
This algorithm runs in 0 ( k 2-5) time. Other algorithms also exist where techniques 
such as edge coloring [18,84] and Euler partitioning [38] are used. The graph-based 
algorithms are outside the scope of .this thesis.
The two routing approaches mentioned above have been discussed extensively 
in the literature and the graph theoretic techniques have always been described as 
more efficient. Recently, however, it has been found that both edge coloring and 
direct m atrix decomposition approaches are equivalent [19]. This finding may well 
lead to a new, unified routing algorithm that makes the Clos network particularly 
suitable for processor interconnection in large-scale multiprocessor systems.
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+0 ------- 0
© = ®  0  0  0  0
Figure 3.6: Graph representation of perm utation P
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3.3 T h e B en es  N etw o rk
The Benes network can be developed from a Clos network with n = m  =  2 and 
k =  2‘, for some positive integer t >  1, by recursively decomposing the middle stage 
into a 3-stage Clos subnetwork whose outer stages contain only 2 x 2  switches. If 
this decomposition is continued until every switch in the network is of size 2 x 2 ,  
the resulting network is called the Benes network [12,13].
Consider for example the Clos network shown in Figure 3.5. Replace each of 
the two switches in stage 1 by a 3-stage Clos subnetwork. Then the resulting 
network, shown in Figure 3.7, is called the Benes network. There are 5 stages in the 
network, each containing 4 switches. In general, a Benes network of size N  m ust
-2
-4
Figure 3.7: 8 x 8  Benes network
have v  =  2(lgiV) — 1 stages, with each stage having N /2  switches, each 2 x 2 .  
In reference to Equation 3.1, the Benes network fits in the model as follows.
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1. v =  2(lg N )  -  1
2. F i — F o  — fi
3- FijFiu_} = e, for all j ,  1 <  j  < {u -  l ) /2
4. =  . . .  =  ^rai/_1
It is interesting to note that the Benes network can be viewed as two back- 
to-back Baseline networks, with one of the two middle stages eliminated. At the 
beginning of this section, the relationship between the Clos network and the Benes 
network was mentioned. It should, therefore, be obvious that the three networks 
used in this thesis, the Baseline network, the Clos network and the Benes network, 
are closely related.
3.3.1 R outing th e  B enes network
Many algorithms have been proposed for routing the Benes network. In general two 
methods can be applied: central routing or distributed routing.
The best known central routing algorithm  is the looping algorithm [7,65]. It 
uses the fact that at any stage j ,  0 <  j  <  (u — l) /2 , the stages between j  and 
2(lg N )  — j  — 2 form two Benes subnetworks of size N/2* each. The two subnetworks 
between stages 0 and 4 of the Benes network of Figure 3.7 are enclosed in a dashed
box and denoted C0 and Cx for easy reference. If the proper paths are routed
through the proper subnetwork, no blocking will occur and random  permutations 
can be realized conflict free. To understand how the looping algorithm works, the 
dual of a number is first defined. Given two integers a and b, a is said to be the 
dual of b, denoted as a =  b, if \a\ =  [&_]• For instance, 0 is the dual of 1, and 7 is 
the dual of 6, and so on. The looping algorithm  says that if no two dual inlets or 
dual outlets are routed through the same subnetwork, then any perm utation can be
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realized on the network conflict-free. The algorithm  starts by assigning an element 
from the perm utation arbitrarily to either subnetwork, and then it divides all other 
elements between the two subnetworks on the condition that no dual inlets or dual 
outlets go through the same subnetwork. This will be illustrated by an example.
Suppose it is required to realize the same perm utation P  as before. P  is repeated 
here for convenience.
p / 0  1 2 3 4 5 6  7\
\ 4  3 2 1 5 0 7 6 J ’
First, arbitrarily assign to C0. Since outlet 4 goes now through C0, its dual, 
outlet 5, must go through C\. Thus ^  goes to C\. Now, since inlet 4 goes through 
Ci, its dual, inlet 5, must go through C0. As a result, Q) is assigned to C\. This 
procedure is repeated until all elements of the perm utation are processed. For the 
example under consideration the elements of P  will be divided between the two 
subnetworks as follows.
/0  2 5 6 \  / 4  3 1 7
0 V 4 2 0 7 J 1 V 5 1 3 6
The two outer stages, stages 0 and 4, will be set according to the assignments made 
to C0 and C\. This procedure is repeated until all the switches are set. The time 
complexity of the looping algorithm is 0 ( N  lg N).
The Benes network can also be routed in a distributed fashion [63] in much 
the same way as the Baseline is routed. The time complexity of the distributed 
routing algorithm is 0 (lg  N).  The tradeoff, however, is that not every perm utation 
in Ejv can be realized on a network of size N .  T hat is, the Benes network becomes 
blocking if routed in a distributed fashion. Recall tha t the same network is non- 
blocking if routed centrally. It should also be noted th a t a group theoretic approach 
has been suggested [20] to route the Benes network. The results are promising and
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can eventually lead to a linear-time set up algorithm. If routing is performed on 
a multiprocessor, as opposed to a uniprocessor as has been the case in the above 
algorithms, a great deal of routing time can be saved [21].
3 .4  O th er M IN  Im p lem en ta tio n s
Thus far three MIN implementations have been discussed in some detail: the Base­
line network, the Clos network and the Benes network. These three MINs will 
be the focus of the thesis because of their popularity. A great deal of research 
has been done to investigate their properties. Furthermore, these three MINs have 
well-established routing algorithms and their area complexity is highly acceptable. 
There are, however, many other types of MINs th a t can be found in the literature. 
One such MIN is the BBC network [9].
A BBC network of size 6 is shown in Figure 3.8. In general, a BBC network of 
size N  m ust have N  — 1 stages of one switch each. Each stage produces exactly one 
outlet, except the last stage which produces two outlets. For this reason, the BBC 
does not fit in the generalized MIN model which requires th a t all outlets be derived 
from the last stage. The BBC realizes a perm utation P  of size N  one element at 
a time throughout the network except at the last stage where two elements are 
realized simultaneously. Consider for example the BBC of Figure 3.8 and consider 
a size 6 perm utation. The first stage connects only one of the 6 inlets to outlet 
0 and passes the rest of the perm utation to the second stage. The second stage 
connects one of its inputs, according to the perm utation to outlet 1. This process 
is continued until the perm utation is fully realized.
More details on the BBC and other MINs with regular geometries can be found 
in [17].
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4 — —  4
5 — —  5
3 —
0 —
1 —
Figure 3.8: 6 x 6  BBC network
3.5 T h e C rossbar S w itch
Evidently, the building block of any MIN is the crossbar switch. This switch has 
been shown so far as a simple box. However, the switch is not as simple as it looks -  
even for the smallest size, 2 x 2 . The complexity of the switch is due primarily to the 
need for a control unit attached to the switch which can “talk” either to a central 
routing unit, in the case of a centrally-routed MIN, or to switches in other stages, in 
the case of a self-routed MIN. For this reason, most of the switch implementations 
proposed in the literature have been for binary switches.
One such im plem entation [69] is shown in Figure 3.9. It consists of two blocks, 
the DATA block and the CONTROL block. The bidirectional arrows connected to 
the DATA block represent the data bus and Read/W rite control lines. It should 
be noted tha t in distributed routing the data bus is used at the beginning of each
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memory cycle to carry the routing tag of the destination. The DATA block is the 
main element of the switch; this is the place where the data  passes from the input 
of the switch to its output. The inputs of the switch are connected to the outputs, 
either in the straight or the cross state as explained earlier, based on information 
received from the CONTROL block.
Connected to the CONTROL block are two sets of 1-bit control lines correspond­
ing to the two sets of data lines of the DATA block. These lines act as signaling 
lines between neighboring stages to help set up a new path . There are three such
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Figure 3.9: Implementation of a binary switch
signaling lines: request (r), busy (b) and destination (d). Lines of the same type 
on each switch are connected to their counterparts in the previous and next stages. 
The signaling lines on the input side of the switches of the input stage are connected
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to the processors, and the signaling lines on the output side of the switches of the 
last stage are connected to the memory modules. The operation of these signaling 
lines is described below.
The binary switch described above operates in a network of v  stages as follows. 
All processors requiring memory access place a logic 1 on the request lines of stage 0 
and place the address of the destination on the data  lines. The request propagates 
from one stage to another from the input side of the network to the output side. 
Once the request signal reaches a switch, the switch investigates its destination 
line. The destination line of a switch in stage j  is connected to data line u — j  — 1 
of the data bus input to the switch. The switch is put in one of its legal states, 
straight or cross, based on one of the two destination lines d0 and da (arbitration 
is used if there is a conflict). Lines x and x carry the connection decision from 
the CONTROL block to the DATA block. They are two lines, and not one, for 
hardware considerations.
The busy line goes high if the connection requested for a data bus is denied by 
the switch due to a conflict. This busy signal propagates backwards towards the 
input of the network and finally to the processor requesting the connection. After 
8u gate delays, the busy line attached to the processor is valid and the processor 
can investigate it. If the busy line is 0, it means the route has been successfully set 
up. On the other hand, if the busy line is 1, the processor must try  again later, as 
a conflict has happened somewhere on the way to the destination.
Another implementation of a binary switch is reported in [10], while a fault 
tolerant implementation is given in [55]. In the la tter implementation, a built-in 
fault detection capability through data bits checking is impeded at each switch. In 
this implementation the switch ends up having 88 pins for a data bus of 16 bits, 
because it uses more control lines than the one shown in Figure 3.9.
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C h a p ter  4 
F ault T olerant M IN s
In this chapter, an overview of some fault tolerance techniques that have ap­
peared in the literature for MINs will be presented. The advantages and shortcom­
ings of each design will be highlighted. This will help explain the problem of fault 
tolerance, and thus will facilitate its solution.
In general, MINs can be made fault tolerant by adding extra hardware. An 
obvious approach then is to fully duplicate the MIN (100% redundancy). Here two 
MINs are put in parallel, with one being active and the other being standby. If a 
fault occurs, the standby MIN is switched in and the faulty MIN is switched out, 
and normal operation resumes. The advantage of this approach is that performance 
remains the same under faulty conditions as under normal (no faults) conditions. 
The disadvantage of duplication is the increased cost and size of the system. To 
keep the cost and size of the system at a minimum, one m ust search for a solution 
other than  duplication. Adding extensive hardware usually decreases performance 
degradation under faulty condition, but increases the cost and size. Adding little 
hardware, on the other hand, increases performance degradation under faulty con­
ditions but keeps the cost and size down. As a consequence, a compromise m ust 
be made where the tradeoffs are weighed carefully and the best design is reached. 
A good fault tolerance technique is one that needs minimal hardware and causes
minimal performance degradation under faulty conditions. Needless to  say, any 
fault tolerance technique should cause no performance degradation under normal 
conditions.
Recognizing the need for fault tolerance in multiprocessor systems, a number of 
fault tolerant MINs have recently been suggested. The details of these techniques 
depend mainly on the type of network and the fault tolerance model used. For 
example, fault tolerance has been provided for the shuffle family by adding an extra 
stage [2,3,33,88], by adding extra interstage links and using non-binary switches as 
a result [27,45,67], or by adding intrastage links and modifying the switch design 
[49]. Fault tolerance has also been provided for some other network architectures 
[4,52,39,59,72,75,76] through various approaches. All these techniques offer some 
level of fault tolerance to the MIN by avoiding the costly approach -  duplication.
Unfortunately, most of the fault tolerant techniques cited above are MIN-specific. 
Moreover, most of these techniques are suggested only for the shuffle family. Despite 
an extensive search in the literature, it has not been possible to find any fault 
tolerant work done for either the Clos or the Benes networks. If there is really no 
such work, this thesis may well be the first attem pt in th a t direction. In this thesis, 
a fault tolerance technique that is not MIN-specific is developed. As such, it can be 
used with either Benes networks or Clos networks, or any network th a t can fit in 
the generalized MIN model. The generalized technique, however, is m ost efficient 
for MINs with small switch sizes, e.g. binary switches. Since the Clos network 
is characterized by using large switches, the generalized technique becomes less 
efficient. It is for this reason that another technique will be presented in Chapter 6 
to provide fault tolerance for the Clos network. Together, the two techniques should 
offer a reasonably comprehensive solution to the fault tolerance problem in a great 
number of MINs.
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W ith this in mind, two fault tolerant MINs that have recently been suggested 
will now be presented. The construction of each MIN will be described as well as the 
fault tolerance model used in its design and the recovery method. The advantages 
and disadvantage of each MIN will also be examined.
4.1 T h e  E x tra  S tage  C ube
The E xtra  Stage Cube (ESC) has been suggested [2] for the shuffle family. It 
is dem onstrated on a variation of that family, the Generalized Cube network, in 
Figure 4.1. Stage 3 in the figure is the extra stage. It should be noted here that 
the stage numbering scheme in this figure is from right to left, opposite to the 
scheme adopted everywhere else in this thesis. The position of the inlets and outlets, 
however, conforms with the convention adopted in this thesis, that is, to the left 
and right of the MIN, respectively. The inlets are connected to 1 x 2 demultiplexers 
(shown as little boxes). One of the two outputs of each demultiplexer is connected 
to a switch in stage 3, and the other output is connected to a multiplexer on the 
other side of the switch. The use of multiplexers and demultiplexers in fault tolerant 
MINs seems inevitable. They can be looked upon as switches choosing one of many 
target fines on one side at a time and connecting it to a single fine on the other side. 
They are usually provided with selection (or control) fines to select a specific target 
line. Thus in the ESC, stage 3 as a whole can be bypassed if the target lines chosen 
by the demultiplexers and multiplexers are not those attached to the switches. This 
is the idea behind the ESC -  that a stage can be switched in or out at will.
4.1.1 O peration and fault tolerance m odel
It should be noted that the generalized cube generates its routing tag, T,  as the 
bit-wise exclusive-or of the two integers representing the source and destination.
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Figure 4.1: The E xtra  Stage Cube (ESC)
Suppose it is required to establish a path  between inlet S  and outlet D.  Then the 
routing tag will be
T  =  S  © D — tu~ i . . .  ti^Oi 
where u =  lg N  is the num ber of stages in the generalized cube. A switch in stage 
i needs only examine U. If U =  0, the straight state of the switch is assumed. If 
U =  1, the cross state is assumed. As is the case with any network in the shuffle 
family, if the two inputs of the switch have routing bits th a t try to put the switch 
in the two states simultaneously, only one will be given priority and the other will 
be blocked.
The ESC, on the other hand, is normally set with stage u disabled (bypassed) 
and stage 0 enabled. If a fault occurs in stage 0, stage 0 is disabled and stage u 
is enabled. If a fault occurs in stage x, 0 <  x <  u, then both stages 0 and u are 
enabled. It should be noted that stage 0 can also be switched in or out of the 
MIN by adjusting the multiplexers and demultiplexers around that stage. Having 
an extra stage in the network offers two paths between any inlet/outlet pair. One 
path , the primary path , corresponds to the normal path  that would otherwise be 
established on the normal cube, and the other path , the secondary path  is the one 
used when stage u is enabled (in case a fault occurs in the network).
Since each bit in the routing tag controls a switch in the network, and since the 
switches to be controlled change according to the location of the fault, a dynamic 
(v +  l)-b it routing tag, T, other than  the normal T  must be generated by the 
processors for each path  desired. Table 4.1 shows these routing tags for all possible 
fault locations, where t„ is a dummy bit that can be assigned any arbitrary  value.
It is evident that a processor must know the exact location (stage) of the fault 
so that it can generate the proper routing tag. Thus once a fault is detected and 
located, after running some test, all processors must be notified of the location of
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Fault location Routing tag T
No Fault 
Stage 0
Stage x,  0 < x < v
T  — tvtv_i . . .
T  =  totu- i  . . . t^to 
f Ot„_i . . .  Mo If prim ary path  is fault free 
1 lt„_i . . .  Mo K prim ary path  is faulty
Table 4.1: Routing Tags for the ESC
the fault. It is assumed that there is an external hardware unit that will enable 
stage u if there is a fault in the network.
The fault model in the ESC is as follows.
1. Any network component can fail
2. Faulty components are unusable
3. Faults occur independently
4. Multiplexers and demultiplexers as well as links attached to them cannot fail
The fault size of the ESC is 1, and the fault tolerance criterion is full access 
retention, that is, any inlet must remain capable of accessing any outlet after the 
ESC recovers from a fault. The ESC is robust in the presence of multiple faults.
The main advantage of the ESC is ease of operation; the multiplexers and demul­
tiplexers have to be adjusted only once after a fault occurs. Another advantage is 
that the ESC does not need specially designed switches; the normal binary switches 
are still used. Other than links associated with the multiplexers and demultiplexers, 
no additional links, interstage or intrastage, are needed.
The shortcomings of the ESC, however, can be summarized as follows. First, 
for a MIN of size N , N /2  extra switches are needed in addition to 2N  multiplexers 
and 2N  demultiplexers. It should be mentioned that the ESC was later modified 
[3] where the demultiplexers at the input of the network were replaced by dual
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input ports and the multiplexers at the output of the network were replaced by 
dual output ports. Second, to enable stage v after a fault occurs, there must be 
an external hardware unit to adjust all the multiplexers and demultiplexers around 
the stage so th a t data is routed through stage v  rather than around it. Third, the 
ESC cannot realize a perm utation after it recovers from a fault in any stage except 
stage 0. For example, if a switch in stage x fails, 0 < x < v  — 1, the maximum 
num ber of paths that can be realized simultaneously will be N  — 2, where N  is the 
size of the network. Fourth, the Extra Stage technique is relatively MIN-specific; 
it works only with networks of the shuffle family, or any network where the link 
maps between the stages are the same or can be made the same by rearranging the 
switches within the same stage. Fifth, after recovering from a fault, time is needed, 
before generating a new routing tag, to find if the fault lies on the primary path  or 
not. This time constitutes performance degradation, as it slows down the system.
As a whole, the Extra Stage technique is one of the best fault tolerant MINs pub­
lished. It has been adapted for two other networks: the delta network (introduced 
in Chapter 3) [33] and the gamma network [88] which is also a shuffle network.
4 .2  A u g m en ted  S h u ffle-E xch an ge M IN
Before discussing this design, a word on the structural layout of shuffle networks is in 
order. Shuffle networks are characterized by having switches in each stage forming 
groups called conjugate subsets. Each conjugate subset of a stage leads to a unique 
subset of outlets. The two outlet subsets reachable from two conjugate subsets 
of a given stage are disjoint. To illustrate this, consider the Baseline network of 
Figure 4.2. Outlets 0,1,2 and 3 can be reached from either switch X (0 ,1) or switch 
AT(1,1) in stage 1. Therefore, switches X (0 ,1) and AT(1,1) belong to the same 
conjugate subset. On the other hand, outlets 4,5,6 and 7 can be reached from
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either switch X (2 ,l)  or switch X (3 ,l)  in stage 1. Therefore, switches Af(2,l) and 
X (3 ,l)  belong to the same conjugate subset. It is clear then that stage 2 is made 
up of two conjugate subsets. Notice that the two subsets of outlets reachable from 
these two conjugate subsets of switches are disjoint. Consider now stages 0 and 1. 
Since all the outlets are reachable from any switch in stage 0, then all switches of 
stage 0 belong to the same conjugate subset. On the other hand, stage 2 can be 
easily seen to have 4 conjugate subsets, one switch each. It should be noted that 
a conjugate subset in stage j ,  0 <  j  <  v — 2 has access to exactly two conjugate 
subsets in stage j  +  1. More about conjugate subsets can be found in Chapter 5.
The Augmented Shuffle Exchange Network (ASEN) is another MIN-specific fault 
tolerance scheme proposed [49] for the shuffle family of network. It is dem onstrated 
in Figure 4.3 on a network close to the generalized cube discussed in Section 1. Al­
though the ASEN published does not show explicitly the demultiplexers connected 
to the inlets and the multiplexers connected to the outlets, they are implicitly 
present. Therefore, they are explicitly shown in Figure 4.3. This will facilitate 
performing comparisons between different design shown in this thesis.
The ASEN replaces the binary switches of a shuffle network by 3 x 3 switches, 
which are similar in operation to the binary switch but with an auxiliary input and 
an auxiliary output. The switches of any conjugate subset can always be recognized 
as two groups, with each group having access to all the switches in the two conjugate 
subsets in the next stage. The ASEN links together such a group using the auxiliary 
terminals to form a loop as shown in Figure 4.3. For instance, switches X (0 ,0) and 
X (1,0) of the only conjugate subset in stage 0 have access to the two conjugate 
subsets of stage 1. Thus, these two switches are looped together as shown. In 
stage 1, since each subset contains only two switches, each group will have only one 
switch, and therefore there is no point in forming a loop around the same switch.
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Figure 4.2: 8 x 8  Baseline network
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The idea behind these loops is th a t if one switch fails in stage 1, say, then a route to 
it from stage 0 can be sent through the loop to another switch in the group where 
it can access again the original outlet. In reference to the ASEN of Figure 4.3, 
suppose that switch X (1 ,0) wants to establish a route to outlet 3, but finds that 
switch X ( l ,  1) is defective. Then switch X (1 ,0 ) can send the route through its 
auxiliary output to switch AT(0,0). As can be seen switch X (0 ,0) has access to 
outlet 3, and thus the route can still be establish despite the existence of a fault 
along the original path. Routing the ASEN is described in more detail below.
The input and output stages, stages 0 and v  — 1, respectively, are made fault 
tolerant as usual by using multiplexers and demultiplexers. Each inlet has access to 
two loops so that if one loop is defective, the inlet can route its connections through 
the other. Similarly, each outlet is reachable from two distinct switches so th a t if 
a switch fails, the outlet can be reached from the other switch. It should be noted 
that this arrangement at the output side of the network eliminates the last stage of 
switches, stage v. It is also interesting to note th a t the number of loops in stage j  
is 2J+1. This means that the number of loops in stage — 2 is equal to the number 
of switches of the stage (2"-1 ). This eliminates the need for having loops in stage 
v — 2, as it would be meaningless to form a loop around the same switch.
4.2.1 O peration and fault tolerance m odel
Given its construction, the ASEN works as follows. A processor requests a path  
by putting the routing tag for the destination on the inlet. For each switch j ,  
0 < j  < n — 2, the request may arrive on any of the three inputs. The switch 
m ust use the proper routing bit in the routing tag to extend the path to the next 
stage on one of its two normal inputs. If a switch cannot use one of its two normal 
outputs because it receives a signal from the next switch indicating that it is busy
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Figure 4.3: The Augmented Shuffle-Exchange Network (ASEN)
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or faulty, the switch routes the path  on its auxiliary output. (The operation of the 
ASEN depends on having switches capable of detecting faults in switches one stage 
ahead.) This process continues until stage — 3 is reached. As mentioned earlier, 
the switches of stage v  — 2 are normal binary switches and behave as such. However, 
if a switch in that stage finds th a t the demultiplexer it wants to use is defective 
the route cannot continue. Clearly, the demultiplexers should be able to send a 
busy signal back to stage v — 2 which can then be relayed back to the processor 
requesting the path.
To illustrate with an example, consider the ASEN of Figure 4.3. Suppose now 
that switch X ( l , l )  is faulty and it is required to establish a route from inlet 2 to 
outlet 0. Under normal circumstances, this route would traverse switches X (1,0), 
X ( l ,  1) and then through the demultiplexer connected to the upper output of switch 
X ( l , l )  to the destination. But now since X ( l , l )  is faulty, switch X (1 ,0) will use 
its auxiliary output to route the request to switch X (0 ,0). Now if switch X (0,0) 
has its upper output vacant, it can route the request to switch X (0 ,1 ) and from 
there it can go through the upper output to the destination.
The fault model in the ASEN is identical to that of the ESC. T hat is,
1. Any network component can fail
2. Faulty components are unusable
3. Faults occur independently
4. Demultiplexers cannot fail
The fault size of the ASEN is 1, and the fault tolerance criterion is full access 
retention, th a t is, any inlet must remain capable of accessing any outlet after the 
ESC recovers from a fault. The ESC is robust in the presence of multiple faults.
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The advantages of the ASEN are as follows. First, no external hardware unit 
is needed to control the network; every routing step remains distributed as in an 
ordinary shuffle network. Second, the number of multiplexers and demultiplexers 
are half th a t used by the ESC. Third, one stage of switches, stage — 1 is eliminated.
The shortcomings of the ASEN can be summarized as follows. First, specially 
designed switches are needed to construct the ASEN. Unlike the ESC, the ASEN 
requires 3 x 3  switches with intelligence built in each switch so that it can make a 
decision as to which output it will route a request. Adding only one input and one 
output to a binary switch, adds at least 50% to its hardware complexity. Second, in 
the ASEN intrastage links are needed to form the loops, adding to the complexity 
of the network. Recall th a t these links are not single lines; they are complete buses 
incorporating data  and signal lines as mentioned at the end of Chapter 3. Third, 
the number of links connecting the network to the inlets and outlets is double that 
in a normal shuffle network.
It is not clear in the ASEN what an outlet would do if it receives two requests. 
This is particularly perplexing in a multiprocessor environment where the outlets are 
connected to memory modules which normally have no intelligence. Also the ques­
tion is open as to how the multiplexers at the input side would resolve contention 
in case two requests were received simultaneously. Clearly, these multiplexers are 
not the same as the ones mentioned in the ESC. More likely they are intelligent 
components which can make an autonomous decision. In the work developed in 
Chapter 5, intelligent multiplexers will also be needed.
From the above overview of two fault tolerance techniques for MINs, it should 
be obvious th a t the problem is not simple. It is difficult to present a design without 
having some drawbacks. A good technique is one that tries to minimize those draw­
backs, rather than  eliminate them. These guidelines will be utilized in developing
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two fault tolerance techniques in the next two chapters.
4 .3  Fault D e te c t io n  and L ocation
The work of any fault tolerant MIN depends on two things: fault detection and fault 
location. Two techniques have been proposed in the literature for fault detection 
and location. F irst, fault detection and location can be performed off-line through 
applying prescribed test patterns to the inlets and comparing the output at the 
outlets with the expected values [5,35]. Second, faults can be detected and located 
dynamically online through either parity checking [79] or data bits checking [55]. As 
good as the online techniques may sound, they require a special switch design with 
built-in hardware to carry out the dynamic checking. This online fault detection and 
location technique is the mechanism assumed by the ASEN. However, the ESC does 
not require any particular mechanism; rather it requires only that the processors 
be notified of the location of the fault, if any. For the work done in this thesis, it 
is assumed th a t there is some mechanism to detect and locate faults and notify the 
processors of the location of the fault.
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C h ap ter  5 
T h e S im p le  F ault T olerant 
B a se lin e  n etw ork
As has been mentioned, fault tolerance has been provided for MINs by adding 
extra hardware in the form of extra switches, extra interstage links, extra intrastage 
links, or a combination of these components. In this chapter, a fundam entally 
different approach to fault tolerance of MINs will be introduced: the Simple Fault 
Tolerance (SFT) technique. The prim ary advantage of this technique is that it is 
not MIN-specific. In fact, it can be used with any MIN that fits into the MIN 
model of Chapter 2. The SFT will be dem onstrated below on a Baseline network to 
construct the Simple Fault Tolerant Baseline (SFTB) network. The 8 x 8  Baseline 
network of Figure 3.1 will be chosen for this demonstration, and is repeated here 
as Figure 5.1 for convenience.
As its name implies, the idea behind the SFT technique is simple. In Chapter 1, 
it was mentioned th a t the interconnection mechanism in a multiprocessor system can 
be either a single bus or a  MIN. The SFT technique combines these two mechanisms 
in one, with the MIN being the prim ary mechanism and the bus being used only 
after a fault occurs, and only by the processors affected by the fault. The resulting 
network thus combines all the characteristics of the original MIN. In addition, the
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Figure 5.1: Baseline network of size 8
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resulting network has the fault tolerance capability at a low cost.
The philosophy behind the SFT technique is that faults exist only temporarily. 
Therefore, drastic changes in the design of a MIN to make it fault tolerant are not 
w arranted. On the one hand, those changes normally increase the cost of the MIN. 
On the other, in some cases the changes tend to have negative impacts on MIN 
operation under normal conditions. The latter point may not be apparent to the 
designer, but it can be made clear as follows. If the fault tolerance capability is 
impeded in the switches, the switches will be more complex. The direct consequence 
of this complexity is th a t the propagation delay of the switch will increase. This 
increase is of course unwanted, as it will decrease the throughput of the system. 
The SFT technique, by using an external bus in parallel with the MIN, does not 
change anything in the original MIN. The technique cannot cause negative impacts 
on the operation of the MIN under normal conditions, as the bus is totally invisible 
under those conditions.
5.1 D es ig n  o f  th e  S F T B
For the SFTB, the fault model is defined as follows.
1. Any switch can fail: A switch can fail in several ways. For instance, the switch 
can be stuck in one of its legal states, giving a proper connection only if tha t 
happened to be the desired state. Also, a switch can be stuck in a partially 
legal state, such as connecting only one input to one output. This perm anent 
connection again may happen to be desired to establish a path. A switch can 
be stuck in an illegal state, such as connecting the two inlets to each other 
and the two outlets to each other, making it totally useless. In addition, a 
switch may be responsive to its control unit but give sometimes or always the
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wrong state. All these cases will be lumped as a switch failure, for which the 
switch is totally useless and m ust be avoided.
2. Any link can fail: A link can fail if it is disconnected from a switch to which 
it should be connected. In fact, an open circuit in a link disconnects commu­
nications between two switches. Although the SFTB, as will be shown, can 
handle link failures, the discussion will mainly focus on switch failures for two 
reasons. The first reason is brevity and clarity, as analysis of link faults will 
only clutter the work without adding any new substance. The second reason 
is that switch failures are more difficult to recover from and once a network 
is able to recover from switch failures, it is trivial to adapt the results to link 
faults.
3. The standby bus, demultiplexers, multiplexers, and external links cannot fail. 
These items are the hardware that is supposed to provide fault tolerance to 
the system. If it could be assumed to fail, then it would not be possible 
to propose any fault tolerance design. In addition, this assumption can be 
justified here because these components remain idle under normal conditions. 
Thus they can be expected to have higher reliability than the actively working 
switches.
It should be mentioned th a t faults are assumed to occur independently, and th a t 
faulty components are unusable.
The fault tolerance criterion for the SFTB is full-access retention. That is, after 
a fault occurs, each processor m ust still be able to communicate with any memory 
module. It is worth noting th a t in the enhanced SFTB, to be presented later, a 
higher level of fault tolerance criterion can be achieved -  full recovery. Full recovery 
is the ability of the network to regain its pre-fault connectivity after a fault occurs.
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The fault tolerance size is the number of faults that the system can recover from. 
The SFTB can tolerate as many faults as possible (all switches and all links fail). In 
other words, if every component of the Baseline network fails, the communications 
between the processors and memory can still be m aintained. One caveat, however, 
is that the more faults tha t exist, the worse the performance of the SFTB will be. 
For this reason, and to keep performance at almost the pre-fault level, the SFTB 
network will be analyzed as a single fault tolerant network.
W ith that in mind, the SFTB can now be described. Starting with a Baseline 
network, an external bus bypassing the network and connecting the processors to 
memory is added. Each processor is connected to both the network and the bus 
through a demultiplexer. Similarly, each memory module is connected to both 
the network and the bus through a multiplexer. Under normal conditions, the 
processors and memory will have connections only to the network. Since the bus 
does not become active until a fault occurs, it is called a standby bus.
This technique is applied to the Baseline network of Figure 5.1 to create the 
SFTB, shown in Figure 5.2. As can be seen, each inlet is connected both to the 
ordinary network and to the standby bus through a 1 x 2 demultiplexer. The 
demultiplexer can be looked upon as a switch connecting its input to only one of its 
two outputs at a time, based on a control (selection) bit. If the demultiplexer is set 
to connect the inlet to the network, it is said to be in the 0 position. Putting  the 
demultiplexer in the 1 position connects the inlet to the bus. Similarly, each outlet 
is connected to both the network and the standby bus through a 2  x 1 multiplexer. 
Here again, the multiplexer can be either in the 0 position, thereby connecting the 
network to the outlet, or in the 1 position, connecting the bus to the outlet.
The SFTB operates as follows. Under normal condition, the multiplexers and 
demultiplexers should be in the 0 position. This makes the SFTB functionally
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Figure 5.2: The SFT equivalent of the Baseline network of Figure 5.1
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identical to the ordinary Baseline. It follows that under normal conditions, the 
SFTB will use the routing algorithm of the ordinary network and therefore the 
addition of the standby bus will not have any negative im pact on the operation of 
the network.
5.2 R o u tin g  th e  S F T B  U n d er  F au lty  C on d ition s
Upon the occurrence of a fault, the SFTB must be reconfigured to cope with the 
fault. Thus, a mechanism for detecting and locating faults m ust be used to invoke 
this configuration process.
As indicated earlier, the discussion will deal only with switch faults to avoid 
cluttering the discussion unnecessarily. Assuming now th a t a switch has been iden­
tified as being faulty, the normal sequence of establishing paths will be modified as 
follows.
1. At the beginning of each memory cycle, each processor requiring memory 
access m ust find first if the defective switch is along the path  it wants to 
establish.
2. If the defective switch is along the path, the processor will have to access 
memory using the standby bus instead of the network.
3. If the defective switch is not along the path , the processor starts the memory 
cycle as it normally would under normal condition.
Step 1 above results in some performance degradation due to the time taken 
by the processor to find if the defective switch lies along the path. The details of 
this will be discussed later. Step 2  requires accessing the bus. Since more than  
one processor, at most two, may try  to access the bus simultaneously, a contention
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problem may arise. This is particularly true in synchronous operation, where all 
processors s tart their memory cycle at the same time. Some solutions to this prob­
lem are presented in Section 5.2.2. Step 3, establishing the path  over the network, is 
the ordinary Baseline procedure used under normal conditions, and therefore needs 
no further explanation. After a fault occurs, all the processors except two will be 
able to still use the same routing scheme they do under normal condition. This is 
a principal advantage of the SFT technique.
5.2.1 Perform ance degradation under faulty conditions
As has been shown, using the SFT technique under normal conditions is completely 
transparent; the performance of the SFTB is identical to th a t of the ordinary Base­
line network. However, when the network is faulty, some performance degradation 
occurs due to the fact that at the beginning of each memory cycle, a processor 
requiring access to memory must find out if the faulty switch lies on the path  
to the destination. Suppose that processor S, 0 < S  < N  — 1 , needs a path  to 
destination D,  0 < D  <  N  — 1, whose binary representation is d„_i, d„_2 , .. •, do- 
Recall th a t the binary representation of D  represents the routing tag needed to 
establish the p a th  from S  to D. On a Baseline network, given the current switch
X ( i , j ) ,  and the routing bit one can find the next switch along the path
X ( i , j  +  1), 0 <  i < (N / 2 ) — 1 , as follows.
■ _  /  L*/2J +  ( « / 2 )L</aj if =  0
\  [.72] +  +  a / 2  ^  du-i-j  =  1
where a  =  and |_®J denotes the integer part in the real number x. Assume
now that switch X(a,b)  is defective. Processor S  can apply the above formula 
recursively to find if X(a,b)  is along the path to memory module D. Procedure 
AVOID.NETWORK below utilizes this formula and must be used at the beginning
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of the memory cycle by each processor requiring memory access. The procedure 
adjusts a binary flag avoid. If avoid is set, it means th a t the defective switch is 
along the path  and therefore the processor must use the bus to establish the required 
connection. If, on the other hand, avoid is reset, it means tha t the processor can 
use the network as if there was no fault.
PROCEDURE AVOID_NETWORK (z/,a,6 ,JD)
BEGIN
IF {{b = 0 AND [5/2J = a) OR (b = v -  1 AND [D/2J = a)) THEN avoid <- 1 
ELSE 
BEGIN
avoid <— 0 , j  *- 0 , z <— [5/2J 
WHILE j  < b DO 
BEGIN 
a «_
IF = 0 THEN % [z/2 j + a / 2 [i/a j
ELSE i <— |_z/2 j + a / 2 [z’/a j  + a / 2  
/
j  <— j  + 1 , i <— i 
END {while}
IF i — a THEN avoid <— 1 
END {else}
RETURN (avoid)
END {AVOID_NETWORK}
This procedure represents the difference between the operation of the SFTB 
under normal and faulty conditions. As a result, the time it takes to execute the 
procedure is the measure of performance degradation under faulty conditions. To 
estimate this time, notice first th a t if the network has two stages, u — 2 , the 
procedure will not enter the WHILE loop. For v  > 2, the statem ents outside 
the loop will be executed only once. Assume the time it takes to execute these 
statem ents is T0, which is 0(1). As for the loop, in the worst case it will be executed 
v  — 2 times. It is obvious th a t the worst case is if the faulty switch happens to be 
in stage v — 2. If the loop execution time is T/, then the worst case run time for the
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procedure, Tp, is
Tp = T0 + (u — 2)2].
Note th a t 2] =  0 (1 ), hence Tp =  0(v) .  This is an acceptable value, in view of 
the fact th a t the alternative is to use hardware means to notify the processor that 
the path cannot be established due to a faulty switch. That would be in the form of 
a signal from the faulty switch back to the processor. Taking the worst case, a fault 
at stage — 2 , it would take the signal twice the propagation delay time from the 
processor to the faulty switch. That is, it takes 2(v — 1 )TS, where T, is the switch 
propagation delay which is estim ated [69] to be 8  gate delays.
In either case, software or hardware, the complexity of the delay time under 
faulty conditions is 0 ( u ), but the software procedure has the advantage of not 
requiring any specially designed switches or extra interstage signaling lines.
5.2.2 A ccessing  th e bus
After finding that a path  cannot be established on the network because of a fault, 
the processor must use the bus to establish th a t path. If the fault is in a link, the 
single processor affected can start using the bus with no problems. But if the fault 
is in a switch, two processors will need to use the bus. If the two start using the bus 
simultaneously, a conflict occurs. To avoid the contention, the bus is provided with 
an extra line indicating whether the bus is currently available, the bus-busy line. 
A processor wanting to use the bus must first sense the bus-busy line. If it is low, 
the processor asserts it and starts using the bus. If the line is high, the processor 
waits in a loop until it is low and then seizes it. A problem, however, can occur 
if the two processors simultaneously test the line, find it low and try to seize it at 
the same time. This will most likely be the case in a synchronous environment, 
where all processors s ta rt accessing memory at the same time. For this situation,
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a more elaborate mechanism m ust be devised. Below, two such mechanisms are 
suggested and discussed: one depends on a Central Control Unit (CCU) and the 
other is dynamic.
The CCU is a hardware unit th a t can be accessed by all processors. Its function 
is to receive requests for the bus and grant access to one of the processors at a time. 
A processor wanting the bus sends a request to the CCU giving its number and the 
memory module number. The CCU identifies the multiplexer in question, puts it 
in the 1 position, and sends an acknowledgement to the processor upon which it 
can safely start using the bus. Notice th a t the demultiplexers can always be set 
by the processors without the help of any hardware unit. The CCU will grant the 
bus immediately to the processor th a t asks for it. But if the two processors submit 
their requests at exactly the same time, a built in arbiter [70] must decide to which 
processor it will grant the bus. The arbitration can be either random or prioritized. 
At the end of the memory cycle, the CCU m ust put the multiplexer back in the 0 
position, preparing for the next memory cycle.
Instead of relying on the services of a central control unit, the processors can 
perform the services themselves dynamically. A processor wanting to communicate 
over the bus can put its own demultiplexer in the 1 position. However, two problems 
can arise: competing for the bus and setting the multiplexers on the other side of 
the network. The bus contention problem can be solved using the bus-busy line 
mentioned above in two ways together with a round robin scheme for the processors 
to test that line. In the round robin scheme, a processor wanting to use the bus 
counts a number of clock cycles equal to its number in the system before it tests 
the bus-busy line. If the line is low, the processor asserts it and start using it on 
the next clock pulse. If the line is high the processor keeps testing it continuously 
until it goes low, when it asserts it and starts using the bus on the next clock pulse.
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If the clock period is T, then the minimum wait time before seizing the bus is T, 
for processor 0, and N T ,  for processor N  — 1, with the average waiting time being 
N T / 2. It should be noted here th a t T  must be greater than  rmax, the propagation 
delay between processors 0 and N  — 1 . Otherwise, processor i, 0 < i <  N  — 1 will 
have to wait (z +  l ) r max instead of (z -f- 1 )T, before it tests the bus-busy line.
Assuming now that the processor has seized the bus dynamically, it puts on 
the bus the number of the memory module it wants to communicate with. This 
number will be decoded and used on the other side of the network to both put the 
multiplexer in the 1 position and enable the memory module. This procedure is 
the mechanism adopted in uniprocessor systems with one bus. The processor can 
proceed then talking to the memory module as in a uniprocessor. Once it finishes 
communicating with the memory module, the processor should put the multiplexer 
and demultiplexer back in the default, 0 , position.
5.3 D es ig n  o f  th e  E n h a n ced  S F T B
In some applications, full access retention only may not be enough as a fault toler­
ance criterion. Note that with a full-access retention only capability, the network 
cannot realize any perm utation. If the network is used mainly to realize perm uta­
tions, then a higher fault tolerance criterion must be imposed, full recovery. This 
allows the network to be able to realize after recovery any connection pattern  it 
was capable of before the fault. Such a criterion can be easily met for any network 
using binary switches with the help of an enhanced version of the SFT technique. 
The idea is to add two standby buses to the network instead of one. Recall that 
the worst single fault in a network with only binary switches, such as the Baseline 
network or the Benes network, prevents the realization of exactly two paths. W ith 
two standby buses, these two paths can be implemented resulting in full recovery
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Selection word Selection
0 0 inputs of network
0 1 standby bus No. 1
1 0 standby bus No. 2
1 1 unused
Table 5.1: Multiplexer and demultiplexer operation modes
of the system. The enhanced technique will be dem onstrated below on a Baseline 
network, where the the advantages of this enhancement both under normal and 
under faulty conditions will be illustrated.
The enhanced SFT equivalent of the Baseline network of Figure 5.1 is shown in 
Figure 5.3. Using two buses, entails the use of demultiplexers and multiplexers of 
size 1 x 4  and 4 x 1 ,  respectively. Each of the multiplexers or the demultiplexers 
has two selection lines controlling the operation mode of their respective units as 
shown in Table 5.1.
Some work on multiple bus systems has already been performed [61,62,83], where 
solutions to the bus access problem are suggested. Basically, the techniques used for 
accessing a bus in a multibus system are similar to those discussed for the SFTB, 
with CCUs equipped with arbiters being the most recommended.
5.3.1 Perm utation  realization capabilities o f the enhanced  
SFT B
As indicated earlier, an N  x N  Baseline network cannot realize every perm utation 
in the symmetric group, E/y [37]. Only a class of perm utations can be realized, and 
this class has been already identified [1 ]. As will be proven later, if there is blocking 
while a perm utation is being realized on a Baseline network, the minimum number 
of blocked paths is 2. If a perm utation is blocked in exactly 2 paths, it can be 
realized blocking-free on the SFTB by realizing the two blocked paths on the two
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d e m u x  m u x
Figure 5.3: The enhanced SFT equivalent of the Baseline network of Figure 5.1
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standby buses. A perm utation, P,  of a set of elements A, A = { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  N  — 1 }, is 
a one-to-one function mapping A  onto itself, such that
P  = {Pi : i, Pi E A}
where P, =  Pj if and only if i =  j ,  for all i , j  £ A. Realizing perm utation P  on a 
MIN means connecting inlet i to outlet P{ for all i, Pi € A , where A  in this case is 
the set of all inlets (or outlets). A perm utation is also sometimes called a bijection 
[37]. The size of a perm utation is the cardinality of the set it acts on. A size-N  
perm utation is one that maps a set of cardinality N.  In this section, a perm utation 
with £, 0 <  £ <  TV, unrealizable elements will be called a perm utation with £ blocked 
paths. The switch where a conflict occurs is called a blocking switch.
The enum eration of perm utations of different numbers of blocked paths on the 
Baseline network will be performed by counting the connection patterns on the 
network which should be unique for distinct permutations. A connection pattern  
can be looked upon as a “snap shot” of the settings of the switches and the location 
and type of the blocking. It turns out, however, that with the same perm utation, 
one can see more than one connection pattern  unless some consistency is adopted. 
Specifically, a fixed arbitration policy must be maintained for all switches in case 
a conflict occurs. A conflict occurs if the two inputs of a switch ask for the same 
output. The switch may give priority to the upper input, in which case it is said 
to adopt a Priority To Upper (PTU) Policy, or it may give priority to the lower 
input, in which case it is said to adopt a Priority To Lower (PTL) policy. Assigning 
a fixed priority policy to each switch throughout the counting process is necessary 
to achieve a one-to-one relationship between each perm utation and the connection 
pattern  resulting from its realization on the network. It should be noted, however, 
that in practice a switch may change its priority policy adaptively. Once this
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consistency is achieved, one can easily count the number of perm utations of every 
blocking class, taking one pattern  to represent one unique perm utation. To show 
that changing the arbitration policy of a switch can create more than one connection 
pattern for the same perm utation, consider the perm utation
p _ / 0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 \
^ 2  1 4  6  7 3 0 5 ] '
Realizing this perm utation on the 8 x 8  network of Figure 5.1, with all switches 
having a PTU policy, results in two blocked paths and 6  conflict-free paths, as 
shown in Figure 5.4.
The two blocked paths are Q) and ^ . The two inlets associated with these 
two paths are marked in the figure. Shown also are the two blocking switches with 
arrows inside. The arrow shows the original direction of the blocked path  and how 
the path was blocked. The goal now is to take a  “snap shot” of the pattern in 
Figure 5.4, including the blocking switches and the arrows inside, and consider it 
one perm utation, namely P  above.
Now, consider perm utation P  again. Only this time assign switch X ( l ,  0) a PTL 
policy. The resulting connection p attern  is shown in Figure 5.5. It can be seen that 
the pattern is different from that of Figure 5.4. It can also be seen th a t although 
this is still a perm utation with two blocked path , the two blocked paths are different 
from the previous realization; in Figure 5.5, the two blocked paths are and .
Besides having only one pattern  for each perm utation, to be able to calculate 
the perm utations with £ blocked paths, the converse should also be true. That 
is, there should exist only one perm utation for each connection pattern . This last 
requirement is evidently true.
Although the focus here is on perm utations with exactly two blocked paths, 
some interesting results on the capability of the Baseline network to realize random
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Figure 5.4: Perm utation P  realized with a PTU policy at all switches
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7
Figure 5.5: Same perm utation of Figure 5.4, realized with a PTU  policy at all 
switches except X ( 1 , 0 )
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perm utations will be presented.
Let v)tP be the set of all perm utations of size N  th a t, when realized on an N  x N  
Baseline network, have exactly £ blocked paths, 0 < £ < N ,  and N  — £ conflict-free 
paths. Then, it is obvious that
N
>(«E r a 1 =  JV!>
«=o
where denotes the cardinality of the set .(«
T h e o re m  5.1 In a permutation P  £ Pffi, let the number of blocking switches be 
donated as if. Then if =  £.
Proof. The theorem will be proven in two steps. F irst, if ft £ is proven by contra­
diction. Assume that if <  £. This means that there are k switches, 1 < k <  £/2, 
each blocking two paths. This implies that a switch can be in a state where neither 
of its two inputs can get through. Obviously, this is not true because, from the way 
the switches operate, at least one input must get through. The second part is to 
prove th a t if £. This again will be proven by contradiction. Assume that if >  £. 
This entails th a t a path can be blocked in more than one switch. But by definition, 
if a path  is blocked at a switch, it stops there; it does not go to another switch 
where it may be blocked again. Thus the second assum ption is also wrong and the 
theorem is proven. □
T h e o re m  5.2 For any N  x N  Baseline network, < p (°) =  21/211
Proof. From the uniqueness of path  property of the Baseline network, realizing 
a perm utation should result in a unique connection pattern . Arbitrarily put each 
switch in the Baseline network in one of its two legal states, shown in Figure 3.4. The 
pattern  resulting will represent one size-N perm utation. By changing the settings of
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all the switches, one at a time, different patterns will appear, with each representing 
a conflict-free perm utation. In any Baseline network the number of switches is 
n N / 2  — v2t/~1. Since each switch can have one of two states, the to tal number of
patterns th a t can be created by changing the states of the switches is 
□
7?(°) =  2 1' 2 "
T h eorem  5.3 For any N  x  N  Baseline network, 'pC1) =  0 .
Proof. To prove this theorem, it is required to prove that once there is a blocked 
path , there is at least one other blocked path. Consider th a t the path between inlet i 
and outlet o is blocked. Then there is a path between i and the wrong outlet o. This 
means th a t i is missing its right outlet, i.e. a missing path. But a perm utation by 
definition, is a one-to-one and onto mapping of N  elements onto themselves. Thus, 
outlet o m ust have an inlet in the perm utation to which it should be connected. 
This means th a t o is missing its right inlet, i.e. another missing path. T hat is, one
-pf1) =  0. □cannot have a perm utation blocked in exactly one path, or
It should not be inferred, however, that blocked paths occur in pairs, because 
overlapping is possible for more than two blocked paths. In other words, it is possible 
to see a pair of blocked paths satisfying the above theorem, and another pair also 
according to the theorem, with one path  in common with the two pairs, resulting in 
a to ta l of three blocked paths. The theorem is dem onstrated in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, 
where the two blocked paths are shown. It can be seen tha t when a path  is blocked, 
the inlet can still reach an outlet, but the wrong one.
It has been proven [6 ] that the minimum number of conflict-free paths is 2 ^ 2h 
This translates in the notation developed here as
= 0
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for all £, N  -  2 ^ /2l < £ < N .
From the Baseline network of Figure 5.1, it can be seen that the set of outlets 
accessible to switch X ( i , j )  depends on both i and j .  For example, any switch in 
stage 0, can access any outlet. A switch in stage 1 has access only to half the outlets. 
For instance, switch X (2 ,l)  has access only to outlets 4 through 7. Let Cl be the 
set of all outlets, and let Sj be the set of all switches of stage j .  Also, let Suj  C Sj 
be the subset of all switches X ( i ,  j )  that have access to the same subset of outlets 
^ u,j ^  fl- Then, if and only if u = u.
5(u, j )  is called a conjugate subset of switches [49]. It can be seen that each Sj 
is divided into 7 j disjoint subsets Suj ,  0 < u <  j j  — 1 , such that
7 > - l
U ~ ‘-bf>
u= 0
and
Suj  fl S&j — |  ^
where <f> denotes the empty set. It can be easily verified that for all jf, 0 <  j  <  v  — 1 ,
_  J Suj  if u =  u 
otherwise
where 0  <  u < 7  ^ — 1 , and
E  |s«jl = ISjl = n /2.
u = 0
Considering the subset structure of the Baseline network, a new representation 
for the network can be arrived at, the subset representation. For the Baseline 
network of Figure 5.1, the subset representation is shown in Figure 5.6. Subset SUij 
at stage j ,  0  <  j  < v  — 2  has access to exactly 2  subsets in stage j  +  1 , namely, 
S 2u,j~t-i and 5 2u + i , j + i -  These two subsets are complementary in the sense that if an
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stage 0  stage 1 stage 2
Figure 5.6: Subset structure of the Baseline network of Figure 5.1
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input of a switch in subset Suj  cannot reach one of them  because of a conflict, it will 
by default reach the other. This observation will be utilized in the next theorem.
(21T h e o re m  5.4 In a permutation P  e  let the two blocking-switches be X { i , j )  
and X ( i , j ) .  Then j  = j ,  and X ( i ,  j ) , X ( i , j )  E Suj ,  where u =  [ i / 7 iJ =  \ } h j \ -
Proof. From the subset structure of the Baseline network, a switch at subset Suj ,  0 < 
j  < v  — 2, has access only to the two subsets S^uj+i, ^ u + ij+ i-  Suppose one of the 
two inputs of switch X ( i , j )  E Suj  wants to go to subset S 2U,j+i but cannot enter 
because of a conflict. Then that input will be connected incorrectly to S^u+ij'+i- 
This wrong connection will be of course at the expense of a right connection which 
will incorrectly go to -Shu+ij+i from another switch. T hat is, the two switches, 
from which wrong connections emanate, have access to the two subsets S2uj.fi and 
■S,2u+i,j+i) and both are one stage before j  +  1 . These two switches can only exist in 
one unique subset in the network, Suj .  □.
By looking at Figures 5.4 or 5.5, one can recognize two types of blocking: the 
first is when the Two inputs Request the Upper (TRU) output and the second when 
the Two inputs Request the Lower (TRL) output. These two types of blocking are 
shown in Figure 5.7. The arrow indicates the direction in which the lower input 
wanted to go but could not because of a conflict with the upper input which has a 
higher priority.
(2)
T h e o re m  5.5 In a permutation P  € V t f ,  i f  one of the two blocking switches has 
a TRL-type blocking, the other must have T R U  type of blocking, and vice versa.
Proof. The proof follows again from the subset structure of the network and from 
the definition of a perm utation. The requests of a given subset m ust be divided 
exactly in half between the next two subsets. If two inputs of a switch ask for the
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a) Two R equest U pper (TR U ) b) Two R equest Lower (T R L)
Figure 5.7: The two types of blocking, assuming higher priority for the upper input
lower subset (TRL), then the two inputs of the other switch must be asking for the 
upper subset (TRU). By the same token, the converse is also true. □
The above theorems and discussion will be used to find the num ber of per­
m utations with exactly two blocked paths, . F irst, from Theorem 5.1, there 
are exactly two blocking switches. For each position assumed by the two blocking 
switches, one can arbitrarily set the remaining switches, with each setting repre­
senting one perm utation with exactly two blocked path. Let B  be the num ber of 
perm utations P  € VN caused by blocking in two specific switches having two spe­
cific blocking types. It is obvious that there is a perm utation for each time the state 
of one of the remaining v2v~x — 2 switches is changed. Thus,
B  = 2 1' 2’' ' 1- 2 (5.1)
Now, let C be the number of ways in which the two blocking switches can appear
in the network. Then the total number of perm utations with exactly two blocked
path  can be found as
V {^ \  = B C  (5.2)
Recall from Theorem 5.5 that the two blocking switches always have opposite (or
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complementary) types of blocking. Therefore the two switches are distinguishable 
and in finding C, perm utations, rather than combinations, must be used. Recall 
further from Theorem 5.4, that the two switches cannot assume any arbitrary loca­
tions in the network, but they must be in the same subset. Let C, and Cj be the 
num ber of ways the two switches can appear in subset S uj  and stage j ,  respectively. 
Then,
C , = p ( \ S ^ \ , 2 ) = p ( 2 - i - \ 2 )  (5.3)
where p (2 ''- J - 1 , 2 ) =  is the perm utations of 2l'~^~1 things taken 2  at a
time.
Since there are 7 j subsets in stage j ,  then
Cj =  7 jC,
=  w ( 2 ~ i - ‘ ,2) (5.4)
Substituting 2J for 7 j  and writing p(2U~^~1,2) explicitly in the above equation gives
C j  =  2 j 2 u~j - 1 ( 2 v - j - 1 -  l )
=  2*'- 1  (2u~j - 1 -  l )  (5.5)
The number of perm utations with exactly two blocked paths associated with block­
ing in stage j  is obviously BCj.  Since perm utation blocking can occur in any stage
but stage u — 1 , the to tal number of permutations with exactly two blocked paths
in any Baseline network is
v - 2
= Y . B C ,
j = 0 
u - 2
=  Y ,  2 l/2U~l - 22 ‘" 1 - l )
j = 0
_ 2v2''~l+u~3 Y  -  l )
j= 0
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N V l-Pw'l
4 2 16 8 0.5
8 3 4096 16384 4
16 4 4.23 x 109 9.49 x 1010 2 2
32 5 1 . 2  x 1 0 24 1.26 x 1 0 26 104
64 6 6.28 x 1 0 57 2 . 8 6  x 1 0 6° 456
Table 5.2: Values of <T>( 2) rN and - p ( ° )rN and their ratio for some values of v
-  2 V
' v - 2
2 - 1 - ( ■ ' - I )
■^=o
(5.6)
v - 2
The factor ^ 2  ; is a finite geometric series whose sum is 2 — Substituting 
; = °
in Equation 5.6, and with some algebraic manipulation, one can find that
p ( 2)
N (5.7)
Equation 5.7 represents the number of all the size-N  permutations which when 
realized on a Baseline network, result in exactly two blocked paths. W ith an en­
hanced SFTB, if these two paths are realized on the two standby buses under normal 
conditions, then the equation gives the number of extra perm utations th a t the en­
hanced SFTB can realize. Table 5.2 summarizes these results for some values of 
N .
5 .4  U se  o f  th e  S ta n d b y  B u s U n d er  N orm a l C on ­
d itio n s
It has been shown tha t the two buses of the enhance SFTB can be used under 
normal conditions to enhance the network capability of realizing perm utations. In 
addition, there are two more functions that both the SFTB and its enhanced ver­
sion can perform under normal conditions. These two functions are broadcasting
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and establishing critical connections that cannot otherwise be established over the 
Baseline.
Broadcasting has been suggested [79] as a useful operation in multiprocessor 
systems. A processor may want to access all the memory modules at once and 
write to them  simultaneously. Providing this capability on the ordinary Baseline 
network requires specially designed switches that can connect one of their inputs 
to the two outputs simultaneously. It turns out th a t providing this capability adds 
considerably to the complexity of the switch. However, with a standby bus having 
access to all memory modules, the broadcast function is readily available. W ith a 
CCU, a processor can ask it to put all the multiplexers in the one position. W ith the 
dynamic access situation, the multiplexers can be made to understand a broadcast 
“b it” which throws them  immediately in the 1 position. One more advantage of 
implementing broadcasting on the bus, rather than on the network, is speed. The 
time needed to establish a broadcast connection on the bus, Tg,  is the time needed 
to access the bus added to the tim e needed to put the multiplexer in the 1 position 
(assuming that the propagation delay on the bus is negligible). Clearly, Tb is at 
most as large as the propagation delay of one switch, Ts, which is estimated [69] 
to be 8  gate delays. Thus broadcasting on the bus is at least u times as fast as it 
would be on the network.
The other function that the bus can perform under normal conditions is estab­
lishing connections that are needed urgently but cannot be established over the 
Baseline network. Suppose that a processor critically needs to establish a path  to 
a given memory module, but the path  is blocked. W ith the SFTB, one such con­
nection can be established at a time, while with the enhanced version two can be 
established at the same time.
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5.5 U sin g  th e  SF T  tech n iq u e  in  M IN s w ith  large  
sw itch es
In this section, the performance of an SFT network under faulty conditions will be 
examined. In the analysis below, only the ordinary SFT technique (that is, only 
one standby bus) will be considered; the results can be easily adapted to other 
variations of the technique.
It should be evident that the main problem in the SFT technique is tha t only one 
processor can access the bus at a time. Two approaches were specified to resolve 
contention for the bus: the CCU approach and the dynamic approach. In both 
approaches, a processor waits at most a period of time, ^maximum w ait’ before it 
takes control of the bus. Clearly,
^maximum wait =  (^ — l)^c +  ^misc (5-8)
where
1 . fi is the number of processors competing for the bus,
2. Tc is the memory cycle duration, and
3. Tm;gr is time waited by the processor due mainly to propagation delays. In 
the CCU scheme, for example, r m;sr is the time taken in communicating with 
the CCU and the arbitration time. In the dynamic access scheme, Trn;sr is 
the time taken in counting before testing the busy line. In both schemes, 
Tjnisc includes the time needed to set one multiplexer and one demultiplexer.
The second term of Tmaxjmum wajt, ^m isc’ m ay seem independent of ji but 
careful examination reveals that it is indeed dependent on /x, regardless of which 
access scheme is used. Moreover, the first term  of ^maximum wait depends linearly
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on p. It is therefore the value of pi tha t determines the efficiency of the SFT scheme 
for any network. The larger the value of p i is the less efficient will be the network.
The value of pi is determined by the number of inputs or outputs of the largest 
switch used in the MIN. For instance, if a network has x switches, one of which of 
size 8 x 8  and the remaining x — 1 switches of size 2 x 2 , th a t network will have 
pi =  8 . In such network, the efficiency of the SFT technique will be much less than 
with a binary network, such as the Baseline network, where p. = 2. Therefore, 
binary networks are the best candidates for the SFT techniques. O ther techniques 
must be devised for networks with large switch sizes. Such technique is introduced 
in Chapter 6  for the Clos network.
5.6 D iscu ss io n
In this chapter a novel technique to add fault tolerance capabilities to MINs has 
been introduced, the Simple Fault Tolerance (SFT) technique. In this technique, 
an external bus is used to offer an “emergency link” between the inlets and outlets 
of the network, in case a fault occurs. Under normal conditions, the processors use 
the network as normal, with the bus totally invisible. Under faulty conditions, the 
processors affected by the fault use the bus, while the unaffected ones continue using 
the network. The SFT network, thus, incorporates two interconnection mechanisms, 
the original network and the bus, both of which have been thoroughly analyzed in 
the literature for use in multiprocessor systems. The advantages and shortcomings 
of each have been pointed out: the bus is simple but cannot support a large number 
of processors, while the network can support a large num ber of processors but its 
hardware is complex. Thus if the bus can be guaranteed to serve a small number of 
processors, it can give both simplicity and good performance. This is the principle 
behind the SFT technique, as the number of processors affected by a fault in a MIN
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is much less than the total number of system processors.
Although this technique can be applied to virtually any MIN, it works best 
with binary networks, those with 2 x 2  switches such as the Benes and Baseline 
networks. In these networks, a single fault affects at most only two processors. In 
such a case the performance of the bus will be nearly as high as th a t of a bus in a 
uniprocessor system. In this chapter, the technique is applied to design the Simple 
Fault Tolerant Baseline (SFTB) network. The design is described and the perfor­
mance is examined. The SFTB is shown to have five advantages. F irst, there is 
no performance degradation under normal conditions. Second, it allows immediate 
full-access retention to affected processors under faulty conditions. Third, it uses 
the same binary switches of the ordinary Baseline; no specially designed switches are 
required. Fourth, it uses the same number of switches and stages as the ordinary 
Baseline. Finally, the SFTB uses the same distributed routing algorithm  as the 
ordinary Baseline both under normal and faulty conditions. Only those processors 
affected by the fault (at most 2) use a different algorithm. A by-product feature of 
the SFTB is that it can implement quickly and easily broadcast connections on the 
bus under normal conditions, thus increasing the system efficiency. The control of 
the SFTB is extremely easy. Several control schemes are suggested and examined.
An enhanced SFTB can be developed by adding another bus. W ith this addition, 
an ultim ate criterion of fault tolerance is achieved, complete recovery. Moreover, the 
two extra buses can be used to relieve blockage under normal conditions. Here, if 
all the switches are operational but a path  cannot be realized due to a conflict, tha t 
path  can be established on the bus, thereby improving the throughput of the system. 
The number of the extra permutations realizable in this manner is calculated. In 
the context of this calculation, some new and interesting results on blocking in the 
Baseline network are presented.
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It has been seen th a t the number of processors affected by the worst case failure 
event, determines the amount of performance degradation under faulty conditions 
of networks using the SFT technique. In any MIN, the worst case failure event is 
switch failure. It is clear then th a t as the size of the network switches increases, the 
performance of the SFT technique will decrease.
Clos networks are characterized by using non-binary switches. In fact, there 
is no limit on the size of a switch in the Clos network. Thus, a fault tolerance 
technique suitable for the Clos network is worth developing. This point, coupled 
with the fact that the literature does not seem to have any fault tolerant design 
for Clos networks, have been the motivation behind a fault tolerant Clos network 
presented in the next chapter.
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C h ap ter  6 
T h e F au lt-T oleran t C los N etw o rk
Clos networks inherently have the full access retention property if the fault is 
in a middle stage switch. This is due to the fact that each outer stage switch is 
connected to all middle stage switches. But with this inherent fault tolerance, one 
cannot realize a perm utation that was realizable before the failure of the middle- 
stage switch. Moreover, a fault in one of the two outer stages cannot be tolerated by 
the network. In either case, the ability of the network to realize perm utations will be 
impaired until the fault is physically removed. The design of a Fault-Tolerant Clos 
(FTC) network presented in this chapter offers the complete recovery capability 
which of course includes full access retention.
6.1 D e s ig n  o f  th e  F T C
For the FTC, the fault model is defined as follows.
1. Any switch can fail.
2 . Any interstage link can fail.
3. External links and multiplexers/demultiplexers cannot fail.
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Figure 6.1: 9 x 9  ordinary Clos network
It should be mentioned th a t faults are assumed to occur independently, and that 
faulty components are unusable.
The fault-tolerance criterion of the FTC is complete recovery, that is, regaining 
pre-fault connectivity after a fault occurs. The fault tolerance size of the FTC is 1 . 
Since the FTC  is single-fault tolerant, complete recovery is possible if only one fault 
occurs. In the FTC, one switch in each stage can fail with the network remaining 
fully functional; therefore it can be called 3-fault robust.
A Clos network of size 9 is shown in Figure 6.1. In stage 0, each crossbar switch 
has 3 inputs and 3 outputs, hence its size is 3 x 3.
Recall form Chapter 3 that a Clos network of size N ,  must have k =  N / m  
switches of size m  x n  in stage 0, and k =  N / m  switches of size n  x m in stage
2. The switches of stage 1 must be of size k x k. Furthermore, there are exactly n 
switches in stage 1. It should be noted that in Clos networks, n  >  m. An ordinary 
Clos network has n = m. When n  > m, some degree of fault tolerance is obtained,
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a fact utilized in the design of the FTC.
An FTC of size N  is formed from an ordinary Clos of size N  as follows. First, 
use switches with n  =  m  +  1 in the outer stages. Second, add one extra switch 
to each of the three network stages. Each switch must be of the same size as the 
switches of the stage to which it is added. Third, connect the network inlets to the 
inputs of the first stage switches via 1 x 2  demultiplexers, and the network outlets 
to the outputs of the th ird  stage switches via 2 x 1  multiplexers. As an example, 
the FTC equivalent of the network of Figure 6.1 is shown in Figure 6 .2 . It should 
be noted that using switches with n =  m +  1 in the outer stages automatically 
adds an extra switch to  the middle stage. As will be seen later, this provides fault 
tolerance to the middle stage. W hat remains then is to make the outer stages also 
fault-tolerant; tha t is why one extra switch is added to each of these two stages 
as shown. In the FTC, each inlet is connected by a demultiplexer to two distinct 
switches in stage 0. Also, each outlet is connected by a multiplexer to two distinct 
switches in stage 2. These multiplexers and demultiplexers serve as a fault recovery 
system in the case of a fault in either of the two outer stages. This type of fault as 
well as faults in the middle stage, stage 1 , will be described later.
6.2 R econ figu ra tion  o f  th e  F T C
The major feature of the FTC is its ability to be reconfigured such tha t pre-fault 
connectivity is totally regained. At any given time, there are three unused switches 
in the FTC, one per stage. Let these three switches be X ( f o,0), X ( f 1, 1 ) and 
X ( f 2, 2 ), where / 0, f i  and / 2 are the unused switch numbers for the first, second 
and third stage, respectively. The configuration of the FTC at any time is a function 
of the present values of / 0, f \  and / 2.
In general, the reconfiguration of the FTC can be performed through one or
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Figure 6.2: The equivalent FTC of the network of Figure 6.1
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more of the following operations:
1 . Changing the state of the multiplexers and demultiplexers
2. Terminal relabelling
3. Perm utation translation
As will be seen below, the value of f i  affects operation 2, while the values of f 0 and 
f ’l affect operations 1 and 3.
The multiplexer/demultiplexer state change operation is performed if an outer 
stage switch fails. When the FTC is not faulty, one switch in each stage will be 
unused. This unused switch can theoretically be any switch, but for convenience 
it will be assumed to be the last switch in each stage, i.e. X (k ,  0), X ( n  — 1,1), 
and X (k ,  2). This choice is convenient because it makes the multiplexers and de­
multiplexers remain in state 0  under normal conditions until a fault occurs; then 
they switch to state 1 , thereby avoiding the defective switch. Suppose for example 
that _X"(1 , 0 ) in Figure 6 . 2  fails during normal operation. Then the demultiplexers 
attached to that switch will change their state to state 1. This gives the resources 
attached to (1,0) access to the network through -A(3, 0) instead. Realize now that 
X ( 1 , 0 ) is the unused switch in stage 0 , which confirms the fact th a t at all times 
there is one unused switch in each stage.
Perm utation translation is also performed if an outer stage switch fails. Let 
P = {Po: Pi, ■ ■ ■,  P n - i} be an arbitrary  perm utation of {0 , 1 , . . . ,  N  — 1 }. In the 
actual network, Pi is the outlet to which inlet i is to be connected. In an ordinary 
Clos network, P  goes directly to the central routing unit where the settings of the 
individual switches are extracted and delivered to the switches for implementation. 
In the FTC, the same steps are to be taken with the exception th a t perm utation P  
is translated before it goes to the central routing unit.
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Terminal relabelling is performed if a middle-stage switch fails. As mentioned 
above, / j  affects the labelling of the outputs of switches X ( z , 0 ), and the inputs of 
switches X (z ,  2), 0 <  2  <  k + 1 . Let these outputs and inputs be referred to as the 
inward terminals of the outer stages or just the inward terminals. In each of these 
switches, only m  out of the n inward terminals will be used, and will be referred 
to as the active terminals. Each active term inal will have two labels: a local one, 
to be used by the switch’s control unit, and a global one, to be used by the central 
routing unit. The local label is an integer z, 0 < z < m, and the global label is 
also an integer Z , 0 < Z  < m (k  +  1). The active terminals will be labeled from 
top to bottom  locally, with respect to the switch, as the sequence 0 , 1 , . . .  ,m  — 1 . 
Globally, the active terminals that were labelled locally will be labelled from top to 
bottom , with respect to the stage, as 0 ,1 , . . . ,  m (k  +  1) — 1. This labelling is shown 
in Figure 6.2, for / 1  =  3. In Figure 6.3, AT(2,1) is faulty, i.e. f i  =  2. Therefore, the 
active terminals have been changed to exclude the third inward terminal in each 
switch. The new labels are shown in the figure.
The labels are updated always after a fault occurs, and the current labels are 
the ones used to implement the routing information received from the control unit. 
Realize th a t leaving out one inward terminal in each switch in stages 0 and 2 sums 
up to leaving out 2k inward terminals. If these 2k terminals in each of the two 
stages are chosen to have the same position with respect to the individual switches, 
then one middle stage switch will be left out. This switch is the unused switch 
under normal conditions and the defective switch under fault conditions.
6.3  R o u tin g  th e  F T C
The FTC is still required to perform the same function as the ordinary network -  
realization of permutations. For an ordinary Clos network, a perm utation is sent
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y/ means unused
Figure 6.3: FTC reconfigured to accommodate faults in X ( l ,  0), X (2 ,l)  an d X (2 ,2 )
directly to the routing algorithm where the proper switch settings to realize the 
perm utation are found. However, for the FTC the perm utation cannot be subm it­
ted to the routing algorithm  as is, for n ^  m .  Instead, a new perm utation Q is 
generated from P  as described below. This perm utation translation is a flexible 
routine th a t can easily accommodate faults in the switches of the input or output 
stages. Together with adjusting the right demultiplexers and /o r multiplexers, this 
routine can keep the network running after the occurrence of a fault in either or 
both of the outer stages.
Given perm utation P  =  {P0, P i , . . . ,  P/v_ 1 }, perm utation Q =  {Qo,  Qi ,  • • ., C?jv+m-i} 
can be created as follows.
If \ i /m \  /o and |P j/m J  ^  f 2 then Q, = Pi.
If It/m J /o and [P;/m J =  f 2 then Qi =  N  +  (P» mod m).
If [i/m \  =  /„ and [P»/m J 7  ^ h  then Qn+{< mod m) =  Pi-
If [i/m \ = f 0 and [Pi/m\  =  f 2 then QN+{{ mod m) =  JV +  (Pi mod m).
The m  remaining elements in Q are formed by arbitrarily mapping the m  labeled 
outputs of X (/o ,0 ) onto the m  labeled inputs of X ( f 2, 2).
To illustrate with an example on the FTC shown in Figure 6.2, consider the 
perm utation
/ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 \
^ 3 4 8 7 6 1 2 5 0 / '
The realization of the element Q,.) means that inlet i is to be connected to outlet
Pi on the actual network.
Initially, let the unused switches be X (3,0), X (3 ,l)  and X (3 ,2) in the three 
network stages, as shown in Figure 6.2. Recall that this is the configuration sug­
gested to be used under normal conditions. Then perm utation Q, according to the
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rules set forth above will be
Q  =
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 11 
3 4 8 7 6 1 2 5 0 ®  x x
Where x £ {9,10,11} and the m apping is one-to-one and onto. The condensed 
m atrix representation of P  is
Hz =
0 2 1 
1 0  2 
2 1 0
On the other hand, the condensed m atrix  representation of Q is
H , =
o to
1—1 0 ■
1 0 2 0
2 1 0 0
1--- o 0 0
---1
CO
It is obvious th a t the size of the m atrix increases by exactly one row and one column. 
This is because of the two unused switches X (3 ,0) and X (3,2).
Using Neim an’s algorithm  for routing, it can be seen th a t the new perm utation 
does not complicate decomposing the m atrix. That is because the algorithm uses 
the condensed m atrix  representation of the network and proceeds by selecting a non­
zero element from a row (or a column) at a time. Problems arise in this algorithm 
if there are rows or columns with more than  one non-zero element. But since the 
condensed m atrix  of the FTC introduces a row and a column with each having only 
one non-zero element, the algorithm will be forced to choose this element every pass 
of the decomposition process. It is obvious tha t the new condensed m atrix is not 
easier to decompose than  the old one either.
To give another translation example, assume tha t switches X (1 ,0), X (2 ,l)  and 
X (2 ,2) of Figure 6.2 suddenly failed. This situation is depicted in Figure 6.3. Then, 
the new values for the unused switches will be /o =  1, f \  =  2 and fa =  2. Due to
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the failure of X ( 2 , 1), the inward terminals of stages 0 and 1 should be relabelled. 
Specifically, inward term inal number 2 of each switch should be left out in assigning 
the numbers. The failure of AT(1, 0) and X ( 2 , 2) affects the perm utation translation. 
Perm utation P  given before is translated  according to the rules laid down above to
/  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10 11 \
y 3 4  1 1 a : x s 2 5 0  10 9 1 j  ’
where, x € {6,7,8} and the mapping is one-to-one and onto. The routing result
will be implemented by all the switches except the ones that are defective, namely,
X (1,0), X (2 ,l)  and X (2 ,2). The m atrix  representation of perm utation Q above is
' 0  2 0 1 '
0 0 3 0 
3 “  2 1 0  0 '
. 1 0  0 2 .
Again, if Neiman’s algorithm is used, the new element in H 3, namely H3(2,3), 
will neither complicate nor facilitate the algorithm. Notice th a t the element added 
to Hm is always Hm(fo +  l , / 2  +  1) =  m. The time complexity of routing for an 
interconnection network is an im portant measure of the efficiency of the network. 
It is shown below that if Neiman’s algorithm  is used, the time complexity of routing 
an FTC is equal to th a t of routing the ordinary Clos network.
The time complexity of Neiman’s algorithm is
0 {T )  =  0(m k*).
The FTC has one extra switch in the outer stages, i.e, k + 1 switches in each 
outer stage. So if k +  1 is substituted in the above expression for k, then
0 (T )  =  0 ( m x ( f c  +  l ) 4) 
=  0 ( m ( k 4 +  4&3 +  6k2 +  4A: +  1)) 
=  0 ( m k 4)
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Likewise, if a graph-based algorithm is used, it can be shown that the time com­
plexity for routing remains the same.
Using a graph-based algorithm, the new row and column added to the con­
densed m atrix represent two vertices in the bipartite graph. These two vertices are 
connected by m edges, where m  is as defined above. Figure 6.4 shows the graph 
representation of both the ordinary Clos network of Figure 6.1 and the FTC of 
Figure 6.3 as they realize perm utation - ^ = ^ 3 4 g y g ^ 2 5 o ) '
Since m  = 3, three edges, shown as dark lines in Figure 6.4b, will be stretched 
between the two extra vertices. It can be seen th a t edge-coloring the new graph is
a) Ordinary network b) FTC
Figure 6.4: The graph representation of both the ordinary network of Figure 6.1 
and the FTC of Figure 6.3 as they realize perm utation P
neither easier nor more difficult than  for the original graph. T hat is because three
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colors will be chosen and assigned to the edges such th a t no two edges incident 
on the same vertex have the same color. It is easy to see th a t in the new graph, 
each of the three added edges will be assigned a color in a straightforward manner. 
In fact, any algorithm with a polynomial tim e complexity will have the same time 
complexity on the FTC as on the ordinary Clos network.
The discussion so far has dealt only with switch faults. Link faults can be easily 
handled as follows. If a link between switches X{i.tj ) and X ( a , j  -f  1), 0 < j  <  1, 
fails, the case is treated as if the two switches have failed, and the procedures 
discussed above are applied. Recall that the FTC is capable of tolerating more 
than one simultaneously faulty switch provided that there is only one such switch 
per stage. This solution has the advantage of keeping the reconfiguration process 
as simple as possible. More elaborate solutions can be designed but will complicate 
the ability of the network to reconfigure itself easily.
6.4  R e lia b ility  A n a ly s is
Here the reliability [82] of both the ordinary Clos network and the FTC are exam­
ined. First, define the reliability, r , of a single switch as the probability that the 
switch does not fail over a period of time r .  Then, /  =  (1 — r) is the probability 
tha t the switch fails in the same period r .  Similarly, define the reliability R  of the 
network, ordinary or FTC, as the probability th a t the network does not fail over a 
period of time r .  Then F  =  (1 — R)  is the probability th a t the network fails in the 
same period r .  A switch fails if it cannot realize, partially or completely, a mapping 
of its inputs onto its outputs. Similarly, a network fails if it cannot realize, partially 
or completely, a mapping of its inlets onto its outlets.
Evidently, for the ordinary Clos network to be fully operational over the period 
of time r ,  all of its switches must be operational over the same period of time r . For
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simplicity, assume th a t all the switches have the same reliability r. Therefore, the 
reliability of the ordinary network, assuming statistical independence (independent 
failure events), is
R o rd in a ry  =  T 2k+ m  (6.1)
where 2k +  m  is the number of switches in the ordinary Clos network.
For the FTC, the network will remain fully operational if up to one switch 
in every stage fails. Let R 0, R-i and R 2 be the reliabilities of stages 0, 1, and
2, respectively. Clearly, the three stages are statistically independent. Thus the
reliability of the network is
R f t c  =  R 0 R 1 R 2 (6 -2)
The reliability of the first stage, R 0, is the probability that at least k out of the 
k +  1 first stage switches, will be operational. Alternatively, if F0 is the probability 
th a t the first stage fails, then
Ro = 1 — F0 (6.3)
For stage 0 to fail, given that there is one extra switch, at least two switches 
will have to fail. This is a case of binomial distribution or Bernoulli trials [68], for 
which Fq can be written as
Jc-l
jt-i
£
i=0
i r k + l —i
=  I 7  ’•‘(i -  <6-4)
( k + 1 \where I I is the combination of k -f 1 taking i at a time.
Substituting in Equation 6.3 and realizing th a t R 0 =  R 2 due to symmetry, it 
follows that
JJo =  R 2 =  1 -  ‘f ;  ( k t  1 )  r*(l -  r)1*1-' (6.5)
i=0 \ '
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A similar analysis shows that the reliability of the middle stage is
■Ri =  1 -  I ]  (  m ,+  1 )  >-‘(1 -  r )” +I- i (6.6)
Substituting Equations 6.5 and 6.6 in Equation 6.2 yields,
R f t c  =  j l  -  £  (  * 7  1 )  r‘(l -  r)‘+ '-‘}  | l  -  E  ( m 7  1 )  r‘(1 -  '■r+1' i }
(6.7)
Equations 6.1 and 6.7 thus represent the reliabilities of the two networks, the 
ordinary and the fault tolerant. They are plotted in Figure 6.5 for m  =  6 and 
r =  0.98. The reliability of both networks drops as N  increases. This is due to the 
fact that m  is constant and therefore a larger N  implies a larger number of switches 
in the network (at least in the two outer stages). Intuitively, the more components 
the network has, the less reliable it is. It is, therefore, understandable why the 
reliability of both networks falls as N  increases. However, it can be seen that for 
the same IV, IV > 0, the reliability of the FTC is higher than  that of the ordinary 
Clos network.
It can also be seen from Figure 6.5 that as N  increases, the reliability of the SFT 
becomes considerably higher than that of the ordinary network. That is because, 
the higher the number of switches of the network is, the higher is its vulnerability 
to failure. The existence of one more switch in the FTC makes a single failure in 
the network insignificant. Therefore, the FTC is recommended for networks where 
there are a large number of switches.
To see the effect of the reliability of the individual switch on the reliability of the 
ordinary network, and on the need for an FTC, Equations 6.1 and 6.7 are replotted 
in Figure 6.6 for r = 0.8. Notice that the horizontal axis is different from that of 
Figure 6.5. It can be seen, first, th a t the reliabilities of both networks are much less
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Figure 6.6: Reliability vs. N  for both the ordinary network and the FTC , for r =  0.8
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than  those of Figure 6.5. That is understandable because the switches represent 
the building blocks for the network, and the reliability of the network is determined 
mainly by the reliability of its switches. Second, notice th a t the reliability of the 
FTC is greatly higher than that of the ordinary network over a wider range of N  
than  the case in Figure 6.5. Indeed, the FTC is more beneficial for networks with 
poor switch reliabilities. In the limiting case, r =  1, there is clearly no need for any 
fault tolerance (recall that what is being said about switches, includes in fact both 
switches and links).
6.5  G en era liza tion  to  M ore T h an  O ne E x tra  S w itch  
p er S tage
W hen more than one switch is added to every stage, in the same manner described 
for the FTC, greater reliability is expected. To verify th a t, Equation 6.7 will be 
generalized to the case where x switches are added to each of stages 0 and 2, and y 
switches are added to stage 1.
Using the same procedure used to derive Equation 6.7, it can be shown tha t the 
reliability of the new network, Rmorei is
im -t-y-i
( 6 .8 )
This equation is used in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 to show the ratio of the reliability 
of a fault tolerant Clos network and the reliability of its ordinary version. First, 
Figure 6.7 shows the reliability ratio for four cases, namely, when 1, 2, 3, and 4 
extra switches per stage are used (that is,a: =  y  =  1, 2, 3 and 4). In all cases 
the reliability of the individual switch is r = 0.8. Since m  is fixed, the horizontal
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axis really represents the number of switches in the network. It can be seen how 
the reliability of the Clos networks can be increased by many orders of magnitude 
just by adding a few switches. The gain in reliability monotonically increases as 
N  increases as concluded before. However, this increase tends to saturate as N  
becomes higher and higher. It can be also seen tha t as the number of extra switches 
per stage increases, the gain in reliability always increases. At N  =  0 there is no 
gain in reliability regardless of the number of extra switches, because N  =  0 means 
there is no network.
It was mentioned earlier that if the reliability of the individual switch increases, 
the reliability of the network, ordinary or fault tolerant, increases. This fact is 
dem onstrated in Figure 6.8, which is similar to Figure 6.7 except th a t r  =  0.99. It 
can be seen that if r is so large, the addition of more than one switch per stage is 
unwarranted. Unlike the case in Figure 6.7, where the addition of one more switch 
increased the overall reliability of the network by orders of m agnitude, the addition 
of one more switch in Figure 6.8 increases the gain only slightly. In fact, the curve 
for the network with x =  y =  4 could not be drawn here because it coincided with 
curve for the network with x =  y =  3 throughout the range of N  in the figure. The 
figure also shows that for small N ,  adding any number of extra switches per stage 
yields the same gain in reliability. Therefore, it can be concluded th a t when the 
reliability of the individual switches is high, there is no need for adding excessive 
hardware, especially when TV is small.
It is obvious from Figures 6.5 through 6.8 that adding more switches per stage is 
more advantageous when the number of switches in the network is large. For Clos 
networks with a small number of switches (implied by small IV), the addition of one 
switch per stage would be sufficient. Adding more switches per stage can be seen 
to increase the overall reliability of the network. However, reconfiguration of the
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network would be more difficult and time consuming. Moreover, the extra switches 
would increase the hardware of the network and complicate its design.
6 .6  D isc u ss io n
This chapter shows the design and performance of a fault-tolerant Clos network, 
the FTC. Clos networks are used mainly to realize permutations. W ithout any fault 
tolerance, if a switch in the network fails, the network is rendered inoperative and 
the system has to be interrupted to put the network back to work. W ith the fault 
tolerance introduced here, the network can continue its work uninterrupted with the 
presence of a fault. T hat is possible simply because the FTC can reconfigure itself 
dynamically, by changing the settings of the multiplexers and demultiplexers and 
using the adaptive perm utation translation scheme presented. The defective item  
can then be repaired during the time at which the system is unused. Besides the fault 
tolerance the FTC  provides, the reliability of the network is greatly enhanced. High 
reliability means more system availability (the time of an uninterrupted operation). 
It is seen from the analysis that using this fault tolerance approach is most beneficial 
when
1. the reliability of the individual switches is poor
2. the num ber of switches in the network is large
As far as reliability is concerned, adding more than  one switch per stage is recom­
mended to a certain num ber of extra switches. This number depends on the number 
of switches in the network and the reliability of the individual switch, and can be de­
termined for an optim um  value. However, putting  a large number of extra switches 
per stage adds significantly to the network hardware and routing complexity.
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C h ap ter  7 
C on clu sion s
7.1 S u m m ary
This thesis has focused on fault tolerance for interconnection networks in general, 
and for three networks in particular. The three networks are: the Baseline network, 
the Benes network and the Clos network. These three networks have found wide 
interest in the past three decades. Fault tolerance has become a consideration only 
recently, after large-scale multiprocessor started to become a reality.
The thesis started by defining a generalized MIN model which was later used 
systematically to put in perspective the MINs considered in the thesis. This rig­
orous foundation was a key step to understanding how a given MIN can be made 
fault-tolerant. In devising fault tolerance techniques for MINs, one should meet two 
common criteria. First, the fault tolerance mechanism should not add significantly 
to the hardware complexity of the system. Second, the mechanism should not sig­
nificantly degrade performance under both normal conditions and faulty conditions.
The two fault tolerance techniques presented in this thesis meet the above men­
tioned criteria. The two add to the wealth already in the literature. However, they 
both have features which are unique to them. Taken together they offer a reasonable 
solution to the fault tolerance problem in a large number of MINs.
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Fault tolerant MINs developed according to one of the two techniques suggested 
possess these im portant features:
• Using the same switches: The fault-tolerant networks are constructed from 
the same basic switches the ordinary networks use.
• Using the same routing algorithms: The fault-tolerant networks use the same 
routing algorithms as the ordinary networks.
• Having the same hardware and routing time complexities: The hardware and 
routing complexity of the fault-tolerant networks are the same as those of the 
ordinary ones.
7.2 T h e  SF T  T echn iq ue
The prim ary advantage of the SFT technique is that it is not MIN-specific. This 
means th a t it can be applied to any MIN with characteristics similar to those of the 
generalized MIN model. As has been shown, the SFT technique is useful not only 
under faulty conditions, but also under normal conditions. Among the functions 
that a bus in an SFT network can perform are broadcasting and blockage relief. 
These two functions are im portant in multiprocessor operation. It was shown that 
if two buses are added to the system in an SFT network, and if the two buses 
are used under normal conditions to relieve blockage, more perm utations can be 
realized with the help of the two buses than on the original network. Also in this 
enhanced SFT network, the full recovery property is possible on networks with 
binary switches.
The cost of the SFT technique is minimal, as it does not require any switch 
design. Moreover the bus is totally invisible under normal conditions, which causes 
no negative impacts on routing while there are no faults.
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7.3 T h e  F au lt-T oleran t C los (F T C ) n etw ork
The FTC is suggested as an alternative to using the SFT technique on Clos net­
works. The main reason is that switch sizes in Clos networks can be so large that 
using the SFT technique would result in a severely poor performance under faulty 
conditions. The FTC  is characterized by ease of operation and by using little addi­
tional hardware. It is shown how the addition of only three switches to the network 
considerably increases the reliability of the network. Another advantage of the FTC 
is full recovery. This is particularly im portant in Clos networks, as the Clos network 
is primarily a perm utation network. Having only the full access capability as a fault 
tolerance criterion would not be acceptable for a Clos network.
7.4 O p en  P ro b lem s
On the way to solving any problem, one often sees problems that were not noticeable 
before. In the case of the work done in this thesis, some problems have been 
observed, and as such they can make good research areas. First, the SFT technique 
was extended only to two standby buses. A possible SFT approach for networks 
th a t use large switches, would be in the form of using more than two standby buses. 
The optimum number of buses for a given network can be found. Controlling access 
to such large num ber of buses, as well studying the performance of the system as 
a whole would be of interest. Developing such a scheme for the Clos network and 
comparing it with an FTC  of the same size would clarify which approach is more 
appropriate.
Another extension th a t can be made to the SFT technique is to make it tolerate 
more than one fault. This again can be done by increasing the number of buses to 
be larger than the num ber of processors affected by at least two worst case failures.
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Aside from the fault tolerance problems, some other problems have been ob­
served. In Chapter 5 for example, the number of perm utations blocked in a Baseline 
network in exactly £ paths, Vj$\  was calculated for £ =  0, 1,2. It is interesting to 
calculate for all other values of f, namely, 3 <  f  < N  — 2 ^ 2^ .
One last problem concerning the FTC, presented in Chapter 6, is to develop 
a new routing algorithm that takes advantage of its extra paths available under 
normal conditions. Such an algorithm could run in less time than those mentioned 
in Chapter 6, because of the flexibility resulting from the extra paths.
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